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ANALYTICAL STUDY OF COMET NUCLEUS SAMPLES; A. L. Albee, 
C:a llfur nia Institu t e o f Tec hno logy, 02-31, Pasadena, CA 91125. 
Th e detailed analytical study o f the Apollo lunar samples 
r evo lu t ionized our understanding of Moon. In addition, the analytical 
c l1 a lle ng e demonstrated the capabilities of a variety of new instrumental 
t e c hniques for providing precise anal ysis of very small samples. 
Elect r o n-beam instruments with imaging and analysis capabilities, x-ray 
flu o rescent analysis, instrumental neutron activation analysis, and 
high-resolution mass spectroscopy are all now considered as standard 
t e c hniques. 
Study of comet nucleus samples will be even more challenging, 
c alling upon all of the standard techniques that are now used to study 
meteori t es as well as upon new techniques that can address the special 
p r ope rt ies of these samples. Mo st of the lunar samples were rocks and 
r ock fragments differing from terrestrial samples mainly in the small 
size o f the samples. However, study of the core samples required 
s pec ial techniques for their dissection and analysis. 
Current plans call for the return of frozen ( 130 K) core samples 
fr om the nucleus. Based on a variety of evidence it is believed that 
t his ice rock sample will consist of a v ariety of grains cemented by 
illter s tlal icy phases. These grains will include: 1) single grains of 
s.i.l.i. c nte, oxide, and sulfide minerals; 2 ) very fine -grained aggregates 
o f poorly -crystallized phyllosilicates; 3) clumps of "tarry" (CHON) 
compounds; 4) composite grains of the same constituents, including 
"tarry " coatings. The interstial ice may inc l ude c lathrates , as wel l as 
ice phase s of H20, co2 , NH3 , etc. 
At o ur present level of technology each of these components requires 
different analytical approaches, preparation, and instrumentation to 
achieve adequate results. Even with new approaches it will probably be 
nec:e ssr~,·y to separate the c omponents for thorough study. However this 
should be done only after study of the bulk core clarifies the spatial 
r elatio nships and the identity of the various components. By external 
study o f the core at cryogenic temperatures we should be able to 
determine the structures and bulk chemistry of the core, the fabric as 
Pxpo sed o n its surfac e, and the identity of the ice phases and of 
1~ epresentative non-volatile grains. It should be possible to obtain 
no n-dest ructive 3-dimensional imaging of the core at several wavelengths 
rangillq fr o m sonic to x-rays. The bulk composition can be determined by 
ne u tron-ac tivated gamma ray spectroscopy. The surf ace of the core can 
be pho t ographed with an optical microscope and elemental composition can 
be o b ta ined from electron and ion-beam analysis. Each such procedure 
must be considered in terms of side-effects that may be deleterious to 
ot iJe J.· analyses. I dent if icat ion o f the ice phases and preliminary 
nna Lys.i s o f tarry material will probably require removal of small 
s a111p les . 
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This preliminary information will be used to design a handling 
scheme that can be tested on a portion of the core. Cutting the core 
will provide additional smooth surfaces for examination. A thin slice 
of core can be imaged in transmission and the ices removed by a 
step-wise controlled devolatilization that will differentially remove 
the various ice phases. Complete volatilization below the freezing 
point of water will leave the grains in their original position reiativ~ 
to one another for documentation prior to removal for detailed study. 
Elemental, isotopic, and mineralogic study of the individual grains and 
their coatings can b9 carried out by several met hods at very high 
precision, even with current techniques. 
But, we will be surprised! We can be certain that this model is far 
too simple. The interstial ice may be lost on the return trip, leaving 
only a loose aggregate of grains in an atmosphere reflecting the ice 
composition. Or the core may never have contaihed any interstial ice--
only a compacted aggregate of residual grains from the near surface ut 
the comet. The nature of the grains may be quite different--mute 
variety or only a single type. The design of the c6re tube must allow 
for some external examination and varied modes of core removal must b~ 
well understood. A variety of worse-case scenarios must be designed a11d 
practiced in advance of the sample return. 
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THE ORIGIN, COMPOSITION AND HISTORY OF COMETARY ICES FROM 
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES; L. J. Allamandola, Space Science Division, NASA-Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035 
The spectroscopic analysis of pristine cometary material provides a very important 
probe of the chemical identity of the material as well as of the physical and chemical 
conditions which prevailed during the comet's history. Concerning classical spectroscopy, 
the spectral regions which will most likely prove most useful are the infrared, the visible 
and ultraviolet. "Newer" spectroscopic techniques which have the potential to provide 
equally important information include nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron 
spin resonance (ESR). 
This talk will summarize each "spectroscopy" with emphasis placed on the kind of 
information which can be obtained from each technique. The infrared should be the 
premier method of analysis as the mid-infrared absorption spectrum of a substance 
contains more global information about that substance's identity and structure than any 
other property. It was for this reason that the tabletop IR spectrometer quickly became 
the workhorse for industrial chemical analytical laboratories and has remained so for over 
forty years. The greatest strides in our understanding of the composition of interstellar 
ices, thought by many to be the primordial material from which comets have formed, have 
been taken during the past ten years or so, the period of time in which high quality 
infrared spectra of the interstellar medium have become available. 
It must be kept in mind however that the interpretation of the infrared spectra of 
mixtures such as expected in comets is often (not always) ambiguous. Other non-
destructive, complementary, spectroscopic measurements are required to characterize the 
material and probe for substances for which the infrared is not particularly well suited. 
While the mid- and far-IR span frequencies which correspond to skeletal vibrations in 
molecules and thus provide insight into the identity of chemical groups present, the 
ultraviolet, visible and near infrared span frequencies which correspond to electronic 
transitions and give insight into the molecular bonding structures present. In these regions 
absorption and emission studies are desirable. Absorption measurements have the 
potential to give an indication of the importance of conjugated bond systems, although 
sample porosity will almost certainly make the measurements difficult. More tractable 
will be luminescence studies. Measuring the luminescence excited by ultraviolet and 
visible photons should be straightforward. The spectrum of the emission, as well as the 
wavelength dependence of the exciting light give important insight into the nature of 
emitting materials. In addition to UV-Vis induced luminescence, thermally promoted 
chemiluminescence should also be searched for. Irradiation of solid materials often 
produces trapped ions, electrons and radicals which can diffuse through the medium if it is 
warmed. Reactions involving these diffusing species often give off a spectrum which is 
characteristic of the reacting species. The temperature domain over which light is 
emitted depends on the nature of the solid. Volatile rich ices luminesce in the 10-40K 
range, H20 rich ices in the 10-150K range and higher melting point materials luminesce at 
much higher temperatures. Thus the monitoring of potential luminescence during core 
drilling and during subsequent sample warm-up is important to consider seriously as it can 
provide unique information on the thermal and radiation history of the sample which 
cannot be obtained in any other way. 
Three additional spectroscopic techniques will also be summarized: Raman, NMR and 
ESR. Raman spectroscopy is complementary to IR spectroscopy in that it probes the 
vibrational frequencies of the material. It is not redundant. A good example of the power 
of the two techniques is provided by the spectra of interplanetary dust particles. The 
infrared spectra give information about the mineral components, while the Raman spectra 
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probe the carbon. NMR studies can tell what the frii<!tidfis are 6f various t!Jasses of 
organic compounds and ESR studies can directly measure the total radiriitl c8riterlt ifi the 
ice. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF GAS TRAPPING IN AMORPHOUS ICE AND 
THERMAL MODELLING OF COMETS - IMPLICATIONS FOR ROSETTA 
1\ki v;1 Bar-Nun, Department of Geophysics and Planetary Scien ces, 
Te l 1\.viv University, Tel Aviv, 69978, Israel. 
The trapping of mixtures of CO, CH4 , N2 and Ar in amo rphous water 
ic e was studied exper ime ntally, b y flowing l:l gas: water vapor 
mixtures at 2xlo-5 Torr onto a cold pla t e at 25 - lOOK . This mixture 
was used, since the ratio (CO+CH4)/H20 vapor in the so lar nebula was 
close to l. The amount of trapped gas in the ice was found to drop by 
6 orders of magnitude between deposition tempe r a tures of 25 and lOOK . 
Hence , the gas content of comets can s erve as a very sensitive 
cosmo thermometer. It was found that in order to trap 3.5% (parent) CO 
in the ice, as found for comet Halley, the cornet had to be formed at 
CH4 was found to be trapped in the ice -100 times more 
eff i cient l y than CO. Hence, in order to trap in Halley 's ice 3.5% CO 
a nd only - 1 % CH4, the CO/CH4 ratio in the r eg ion of Halley's formation 
!Jnd to b e -100. 
The ice particles could not have been formed at a higher 
temperature and, s ubs e q uently, cool down. Expe rime nts wh e re ice was 
deposited at e leva ted temperatures, then cooled down and gas was flowe d 
into the ice, showed that the amount of trapped gas depends only on 
t lw lli ghest temperature a t which the ice was formed, or resided, prior 
t.o coo ling and gas flow into it. Consequently, the cometary ice had 
to b e formed at -48K and t he ice is therefor amorphous. 
Duncan et al. (1988) and De lsemme (1988) propose that the short 
pc~ rio d comets were formed in an extended dust shell the "Kuiper 
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Belt", at -40K and remained there uttp :u ; tul :.: c' ' , '4hPn'.'iS the l onr P" '- i. o" 
cornets were formed in the Uranus - Neptune region, at - -80K, and wP r c 
e jected from there into the Oort cloud. Similar circurnste11;Jr rJ, :st 
shells were found by IRAS to have the following temperatures: 
55K; E Eri - 45K; a Lyr - 85K and ~ Pic lOOK. In the first two , come ~- ~- · 
with Halley's gas content can be formed whereas in t he lnst two tltc ga.'; 
content would be -lo-4 - lo-5. 
Similar experimental studies were carried out on the trapping of 
the noble gases Ar: Kr: Xe = 10,000: 8 :1 (like in the so lar nehu L 1) nt 
50- 75K. They showed that the enrichment fa c tors earth/ s olar: Kr/;r,A r-
= 74 and Xe;36Ar = 48, can be obtained by bringing these gases t o en r· t!J 
by comets which were formed at -50-SSK. If all the terres trial 
Kr and Xe were delivered only by such comets, the amount of w: ; 1 c· ,-
delivered by them should have been -lo-4 of the total amount of rr-1'(' 
and bound water (-2xlo24 g). A hundred fold dilution of the 11oh I< ' 
gases by CO did not alter these enrichment factors. 
The thermal profile of a cornet in Halley's orbit was calcula Led, 
including the build-up of an insulating dust layer. It was fo und that 
an insulating dust layer few ern thick is enough to choke most of t lt c' 
water emission from the surface. Also, a layer about 40 m t h i ck o L 
crystalline ice is formed at t h e surface by s oLn- h e a t ing above .L l If( 
the temperature of transformation from antorphous to cub ic icc. Du ring 
this transformation, large quantities of t rappe d gase s a r e r eleas e d 
from the amorphous ice and a ccumulat e in p o c k ets in the cryst:n l 1 i m· 
ice. Explosions of thes e pockets can exp lain the sporad i_c stllil l i 
explosions, which wen' obse r ve d on Halley fr om the ground, as wP I I :1~ ; 
the formation of the large ac t ive c rate r s which were ph otographe d by 
GAS TRAPPIN G IN AMORPHOUS ICE 
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C i ol l o' ~; cn mera. 
1\ similar t h ermal mode l was calculated for comet P/Temple-1, a 
cn ncl i.d <l te for both CRAF and Rosetta (CNSR) missions . The temperature 
nt a d e pth of 10 m is -160K for all models considered and, hence, the 
i ce at t his depth is crystalline . A crystalline ice layer 40-240 m 
l hick (depending upon the parameters used) was found to overly the gas-
lildeii nmorphous ice. Consequently, it should be difficult for the 
probes of the two comet missions to sample pristine amorphous ice, 
unless they are aimed at the bottom of an active crater. 
7 
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ON THE ISOTOPE ANALYSIS OF COMETARY DUST: 
Friedrich Begemann, Max-Planck-Institut fur Chemie, Mainz, FRG. 
Common lore has it that comets are an intimate mixture of ices and 
sub-micron to pebble sized silicates. Based on experience with carbonaceous 
chrondrites part of the smallest grains are expected to be primary 
condensates carrying the unadulterated isotopic signAture of their place of 
origin. In order to extract this information a gr ain-by-grain analysi s will 
be necessary. In the case of pebbles it will be important to unrave l their 
thermal and irradiation history prior to their incorporation into corne t s 
which again requires that minute amounts of complex ma terial mus t be 
analyzed. As far as the isotopic analysis by "classical" mass spec tromc tt-y 
is concerned the fractors determining the minimum ffinounts of ma t eria l 
required are background problems, ion yields and ion production rates . Lines 
to be pursued would appear to be data acquisition by multi-collectors on 
directly loaded samples, aiming at what has been reached with noble gases 
where more than 50% of all atoms from a given sample can be detected. What 
needs to be developed in addition are means to recognize and pool grains o[ 
common origin, similar to what is done with great success, albeit with brutL' 
force, on certain rare constituents of meteorites. 
Isotope and nuclide pairs will be discussed which appear to be suited to 
determine the time of separation of cometary matter from interstellar ma tter 
and to determine times of isotopic equilibration with particular emphas is on 
problems anticipated from small grain sizes. 
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D RECT DETERMINATION OF 1HE MORPHOLOGY, STRUCfURE AND COMPO-
SITION OF COMETARY AND INTERS1ELLAR ICE ANALOGS IN THE LABORATORY; 
D.F. Blake, and L.J. Allamandola, SETI Institute,101 First St., #410, Los Altos, CA 94022 and 
MS 245-6, NASN Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035 
Ices of various kinds (H20, CO, C02, CH4, NH3, CH30H, etc.) comprise a volumetrically 
significant proportion of objects in the solar system (comets, outer planets, planetary rings, satel-
lites) as well as in interstellar space (astrophysical ices). Despite their widespread occurrence, few 
experimental data exist which address the phase equilibria and possible structure states of solar 
system and interstellar ices.l An understanding of the petrology of cometary and astrophysical ice 
analogs will allow a more confident interpretation of remote IR observations of comets, cold mo-
lecular clouds and the like. Furthermore, the refinement of procedures for storing, preparing and 
analyzing ices and other materials at cryogenic temperatures is essential to the successful analysis 
of returned cornet nucleus samples. 
A great deal is already known about the microstructural characteristics of water ice and frozen 
dilute solutions through Analytical Electron Microscopy (AEM). Dubochet et al.2, for example, 
report on AEM observations of pure water ice and dilute solutions of salts and organic material. 
Figure 1, a-d shows bright field and dark field 1EM images, selected area electron diffraction, and 
elemental analysis data for pure water ice (cubic polymorph) grown in an Hitachi H-500 AEM at 
120° K. The source of the water ice condensed on the stage is the vacuum system in this case but 
these results show that chemical, morphological and phase information can be obtained at high spa-
tial resolution from such samples. 
We are presently modifying our microscope so that gas samples of selected compositions can 
be introduced into the specimen area and frozen onto the sample stage for observation and analysis. 
Identical gas samples will be frozen and characterized using infrared spectroscopy (IR) in the Low 
Temperature Spectroscopy Laboratory (L TSL) at Ames Research Center. An additional suite of 
analyses are planned using ices grown and processed by UV in the LTSL, and transferred at 100° 
K into the AEM. 
All of the present analyses will be conducted at 100° K and above due to AEM stage limita-
tions. However, we anticipate the acquisition and installation of a 20° K specimen stage into the 
microscope by early next year. This will allow the study of ices grown in the temperature regime 
of cold interstellar clouds, and permit the ultrastructural, morphological and microchemical analysis 
of selected ice compositions for which a large body of IR data exist.3 
Lastly, one of the limitations of conventional AEM is that specimens can be no thicker than 
100-300 nm or so in order to be electron transparent. Since we would like to perform analyses on 
aliquots from bulk ice samples, we are developing procedures for the routine use of cryoultrami-
crotomy in sample preparation. Using this technique, it is possible to cut thin samples of ice (20-
200 nm thickness) which are then transferred into the microscope for analysis. It is anticipated that 
this will be an important technique for the preparation of thin sections of returned comet nucleus 
material. 
1. Smoluchowski, R. (1983). Science, 222, 161-163. 
2. Dubochet, J., J. Lepault, R. Freeman, J.A. Herriman and J.C. Homo (1982). J. Microscopy, 
128:3, 219-237. 
3. Sandford, S.A., L.J. Allamandola, A.G.G.M. Tielens and G.J. Varlero (1988). Astrophys. 
Jour., 329: 498-510. 
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Figure 1. AEM of ice crystals nucleated onto a thin ( -10 run) holey carbon film substrate. The 
substrate was maintained at 120° K (-153° C) for approximately 3 hours, during which time, water 
vapor present inside the microscope at the mid-1 Q-7 torr level, condensed onto the cold substrate. 
(a). Bright field TEM image of ice crystals nucleated onto a 120 ° K holey carbon film substate. 
Large bright areas are holes in the carbon ftlm. "Lumpy" dark areas are individual crystals of wa-
ter ice. Magnification, 100,000 X. 
(b). Dark field TEM image of same area as (a) above. Bright grains are individual crystals of 
water ice which are in proper orientation for diffraction. Individual crystals are 5 - 50 run in size. 
(c). Electron diffraction pattern of submicron area of (a) above. Debye-Scherrer rings index as 
the cubic polymorph of water ice (lc, ( 111 ), (220), and (311) rings labelled). 
(d). Elemental analysis of submicron area of (a), above. The detector is sensitive to all elements 
above Be in atomic number which are present in 1% or greater concentration. While this is a trivial 
example since only 0 and trace C (from the support) are detected, in mixed ices N from NH3 and 
C from CH4 or CH30H would be detected as well. 
1~1 ,fi:CTHON BEJ\r-1 1\I'J i\LYSI.S OP PARTICULATE COfiiJ~,"TARY [VJATEEIAL 
John Bradley, McCrone Associates 
Westmont , IL 60559 
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l<:lcctron microscopy will be useful for characterization of inorganic dus t 
~~ ra in~> j_n r·eturned comet nucleus samples. The choice of instrurnent(s) will 
d<:>pend pr·imarily on the nature of the samples, but ultimately a variety of 
C! l cct r on- hcam methods could be employed. Scanning and analytical 
( tmm>mlssion) e lectron microscopy are the logical choices for morphological, 
rnlne r·aJo1 ~ical, and bul k chemical analyses of dust grains removed from ices . 
It r11a,y rtlso be possibl e to examine unmelted ice/dust mixtures using an 
cnvL rorn n(~ntal ~~canning elect ron microscope (SEf•I) equipped with a cryo-transfer 
unit and a cold stage. Electron microscopy offers the potential for rapid 
l'Va LtJrtt.i on of the relationship beti'leen a cornet nucleus sample and meteoritic 
rmtc t'ial s . Interpl anet a r y dust particles (IDP ' s) are the most likely 
rnetcorlti c analog and they are known to be fragile aggregates of ext r emely 
finc- i_:,ralned mat e rial. Assuming cornet nucleus samples are similar, e l ectron 
rnicmc;copic characterization could include morphological examination and bulk 
d 1cmical analysis in the SfiJ¥1, thin- sectioning by ultramicrotomy, and aut omated 
t hLn- fiJJn analysis in an allc'llytical electron mic roscope (J\Ef1) . Automated 
analyses gene rate l arge data sets of quantitative chemical information whl.ch 
c~an be compared with existing data bases from IDP' s and carbonaceous 
chondrite ~> . /\ddi tional elect r on microscopic observations of comet nucleus 
rrrate r·ia L rnig)'1t include deterrnina tion of: a) porosities of dust grains (ar·e 
U1< ~.v :.;inrilar to IDP' s?) ; b) morphologies and microstructures of individual 
111 Lnern.l ~~rains (is there evidence f or gas- to- solid condensation?) ; c) relat ive 
abundances of olivine , pyroxene , and glass (how do these compare with infrared 
:; pc·ctral ~; ignatures?) ; d) the presence or absence of phases that might have 
r cc,uJted fr·orn aqueous alteration (laye r silicates, carbonates , sulfates). 
12 
THERMAL AND CHEMICAL PROCESS ING OF THE OUTERMOST LAYER OF 
COMETARY NUCLEI; Humb er to Campins (Planeta r y Sc i ence lnst./ StdC) and 
E. Philip Krider (Univ. of Arizona ) 
A non-equilibrium mechanism that may produce subs t antia l t he r ma l und 
chemical processing of the out e r r:1ost 1a y e r of r' "T!'f't 'l ry n ucl0 i i [.; pcu p() ~ ; cd . 
If this phenomenon does occur, it s effect s r_.T~}l imp c:w r th e in te rpr c l <Jt i u 11 
of results from the CNSR and CRAF mi :,s ions. 
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THE CARBON CHEMISTRY OF METEORITES: RELATIONSHIPS TO COMETS 
S. Chang, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035 
The carbonaceous meteorites exhibiting extensive alteration by liquid water bear a 
strong relationship to comets. Not only is their elemental composition closer to solar in 
relative abundances than other meteorites, they are water rich; and they contain 
isotopic compositions among refractory and volatile elements indicative of presolar 
components. Some of these isotopic anomalies occur in organic compounds and 
carbonaceous grains signifying the presence of discrete and identifiable carbon 
components derived from interstellar and circumstellar matter. Insofar as comets and 
meteorites are ultimately formed from interstellar gas and dust, and comets have been 
subjected to considerably less aqueous and thermal evolution than carbonaceous 
meteorites, the interstellar imprint should be much stronger and better preserved in 
comets. 
The organic matter that can be extracted from carbonaceous meteorites by solvents 
is structurally diverse and exhibits a wide range of isotopic compositions for H, C and 
N. Many classes of compounds occur, ranging from simple hydrocarbons to polycyclic 
heteroaromatics with multiple functional groups, including aromatic hydrocarbons, 
aldehydes, ketones, amines, amino acids, carboxylic acids, and purines among 
others. The simplest homologues of several of these classes have been observed in 
comets and giant molecular clouds. 
Among the amino acids alone, about 30 discrete stereochemical structures have 
been identified, and at least 20 remain unidentified. No single production mechanism 
[e.g., electric discharges, Fischer-Tropsch Type (FTT) synthesis, uv-irradiation, 
energetic ion irradiation, HCN polymerization and hydrolysis, Strecker synthesis], nor 
any single environment of synthesis (i.e., solar nebula, molecular cloud, parent body) 
has yet been able to account for the observed variation in structures and abundances. 
The overall diversity of the organic compounds argues strongly for multiple sources 
and synthesis mechanisms. This conclusion is substantiated by the wide variations 
observed in the isotopic compositions of H (-1500 o/oo), C (-60 o/oo), and N (-90 
o/oo) contained in the extractable organics. Notably, the deuterium enrichments in the 
amino and carboxylic acids are attributable to incorporation of 0-rich interstellar 
molecules during synthesis of the acids. Indicators uniquely characteristic of nebular 
or parent body origins are not yet apparent. 
Significant abundances of organic compounds and wide variations in their 
molecular structures and isotopic compositions appear to be restricted to those 
meteorites composed of mineral assemblages resulting from extensive alteration by 
liquid water. This water may have been accreted directly on the parent body as water 
ice during a nebular condensation sequence or it may have been carried to the parent 
body in the form of cometesimals during accretion. The former scenario entails FTT 
and other disequilibrium syntheses in the nebula to account for the organic 
compounds, which conflicts with the observed deuterium enrichments and isotopic 
variations inC and N in the organic matter, as well as with the relative abundances of 
highly volatile simple hydrocarbons in the meteorite samples. The favored latter 
scenario delivers to the meteorite parent body relatively large icy reservoirs (possibly 
up to km in diameter) of volatile and refractory organic interstellar components 
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accreted elsewhere and preserved at low temperatures. 
Mobilization of liquid water in carbonaceous meteorite parent bodies altered the 
mineralogy of pre-existing anhydrous mineral ass8mbla£1e~ In ar1alo~0'.1s f2s'n~, ... 
thermally or water labile nebular species previously accrated or interstellar mo;8',;u k~~~ 
(e.g., free radicals, cyanopolyynes, ketenes) accreted in cometesimal ices, vva..Jk.:i also 
have undergone chemical changes on the parent body when the ice n1elted unci 
aqueous reactions could occur in the presence of mmeral ~urtaces. For exalfi!Jie, 
some of the amino and carboxylic acids now found in metr:1orites may have o8•:!n 
formed by hydrolysis of precursive nitriles; some ma~r hHve beer syn~hes!zed oy thf~ 
Strecker route from ammonia, HCN and simple aldE'lh y0.0.~' Analyses of returned 
comet nucleus samples should be concluctad a~ ~~m,;_:,::3 r 8trr·es ;--,c. hig ~ i8n!mn 1r11JSc. 
experienced by the sample during acqU!sion and ri::!iurn m Earth in orcier ·£~ 1-J:tlv:.:Jn~ 
further alteration of labile compounds. In addition to the roster of known interstallar 
molecules, the low temperature characterization of organic com;Jounds formeo ir1 
simulations of astrophysical processing of interstellar and cometary dust and ~;2...: 
should provide valuable guidelines as to what may be found in comet samples. 
A small fraction of meteoritic carbonaceous grains hava also oeen irnplicatt:t(: a~ 
interstellar in origin either by isotopic a"lomalias in the C, N and Si of whicr 1..,8~' a · ·~ 
comprised or by their contents of isotopically noble gases. These minor Cllll'l~ltH•;;c::e 
include diamond, SiC, and several poorly characWrizEld forms of e:llerr1en1~·~ · ,~~,r'yy-1 
The structure of the bulk of the solid carbonaceous grains, which accounts ior n 10~r' 
of the carbon in the meteorites (the so-called kerogBn o:- p~lyr.w:;, !~ n!s~ ;J:J'J'"I·; 
characterized. The grains are obtained as sub-micron to micron-sized clumps ::,( 
smaller particles by dissolving the meteorite sample in acids. Depending on t; 1'-
petrologic type of carbonacaeous meteorite. this solid matmial a~nearr, to V'EI':'V i~ it~ 
proportions of amorphous (aliphatic) to pooriy ordereci turoos~ratic (aron,atic; iC, n1~1 } 1 ly 
ordered turbostratic structures. Mixed with amorphous regiong are tangled ribhor;~li~\t:-1 
structures with microcrystallite dimensions ranging from tens to hundreds ot 
angstroms. This material exhibits minor variation~ in carbon isotopic compositi0n 
significant enrichments in N15, and large enrichments in deuterium. The apparently 
interstellar deuterium enrichment is preserved in both aiipt1atic and aromatic ntoieti8s. 
How much of the structural and isotopic variation in this material is the resuli o7 !'P:l:·,, ,;;:,. 
or parent body processes in unclear. Spectroscopic Similarities with intersL8lla ~ 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have beer. pointEJ(i o~t. anC: analogies witi t! ~~ 
CHON particles of Comet p/Halley are obvious. Similar grains with possibly htgt~~~ 
proportions of amorphous material should occur iL :.:;;;nH:!t~. Furthtmnon::'l, urn:. n iiQ:I 
predict that organic matter will be found intermediate in molecuiar weigilt between th8 
solvent extractable compounds and the solid carbon phases. 
Usually these carbon phases are. ifiOlatH{\ 8ftfl,. €xtonsivf ~h;gmica! treatm~mts a--
bulk meteorite samples; and thE:'Y are analy~~ec; m·; ft[,~!'Jmftmtn~ iar~~flly be~~f'tl!Sfl tht 
individual grains are exuan"tely· smal; aw· tiH: iD-:Jirtti~)!. ~1~·~~2~;~. ~rk;!<j~~ H~~ ·~ ~·l~J8h~,"- _ it. 
comets, however, they may occur disperse(: amw r~ ice;, ~1:ain~, wi·1id1 ~:;ui::.. ~l l i·)\'. 
structure and composition too~, d(:)iE:HITiniHt! ~il hr~' r•J 1IU1 Ut 11rd1vro~a; ;;ariic1e.:. ·:·i1ur. 
individual core-mantle pa:iic es and cw,ed snecm: :1' paiy;;y·~ii~ ar:;n:aitc :.muctu;·e may 
'1e found, as have been pc·stu!at~:~ f:J •· i ll~!:~•t~:!i: t ~ ~·i'.!:'i~ ~i·.wnc:-• ~·tidm!CH 01 such 
structures has been obtained from study ot the Org wi! m~;neonw . 
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LABORATORY ANALYSES OF MICRON-SIZED SOLID GRAINS: EXPERI-
MENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RECENT RESULTS; L. Colangeli (1 ), E. Bnsso-
let.ti (2), A. Blanco (3 ), A. Borghesi (3 ), S. Fonti (3), V. Orofino (3 ), G. Schwehm (! ); 
(1) Space Science Department of ESA, ESTEC, Noordwijk (The Netherlands), (2) 
Istituto Universitario Navale , Napoli (Italy), (3 ) Physics Department, University 
of Leece, Leece (Italy) 
Morphological and spectrophotometric investigations have been extensively 
applied in the past years by our group to various kinds of micron and/ or subm.icron-
sized grains formed by materials which are candidate to be present in space. The 
samples have been produced in the laboratory and than characterized in their 
physico-chemical properties (1 ). 
Transmission (T .E.M.) and scanning (S.E.M.) electron microscopy give use-
ful information about size, shape and surface status of the grains, and diffraction 
methods are applied to determine the degree of crystallinity (2 ). Spectrophoto-
metric measurements are performed to identify the absorption properties of the 
samples, all over the spectral range from vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) to far in-
frared (FIR). Conventional double beam spectrophotometers and interferometers 
are used to cover the wavelength range from 2000 A to 300 J.Lm (1 ). The optical 
properties in the VUV - up to 1100 A - are determined by using the "Adone" and 
"Bessy" synchrotron light facilities, in Frascati (Italy) and Berlin (West Germany), 
respectively (3·4 ). 
Here we report some of the most recent results obtained on various kinds of 
carbonaceous materials. Main attention is devoted to spectroscopic results in the 
VUV and IR wavelength ranges, where many of the analyzed samples show typical 
"fingerprints" which can be identified also in astrophysical and cometary materials . 
The laboratory methodologies used so far are also critically discussed in order 
to point out capabilities and present limitations, in the view of possible application 
to returned comet samples. Suggestions are given to develope new techniques 
which should overcome some of the problems faced in the manipulation and 
analysis of micron solid samples, and unsolved, so far . 
(1) Bussoletti, E., Colangeli, L., Borghesi, A. and Orofino, V. {1987) Astr. ~ 
Suppl. Ser. 70, 257-268. 
(2) Borghesi, A., Bussoletti, E. and Colangeli, L. {1985) A._§ir~ A....P-,_ 142, 225-231. 
(3) Colangeli, L., Capozzi, V., Bussoletti, E. and Minafra, A. (1986) Astr. Ap. 
168, 349-353. 
('1 ) Blanco, A., Borghesi, A., Bussoletti, E., Colangeli, L., Fonti, S., Gumlich, H. 
E., Jung, Ch., Orofino, V. and Schwehm, G. (1988) in Interstellar Dust., IAU 
Symp. 135, in press. 
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ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN RETURNED COMET NUCLEUS SAMPLES; 
J.R. Cronin, Department of Chemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 
85287-1604 
Comets are widely held to be the most primitive solar system bodies, 
that is, they are believed to contain solar system matter in, or nearly in, 
its primordial state. In the limit, comets may contain a low-temperature 
condensate representative of the precursive dust and gas cloud. However, 
there are reasons to believe that cometary matter has been processed while 
in the Oort cloud and during excursions into the inner solar system. Again 
in the limit, this processing may have converted the original constituents 
at least partially to chondrite-like material . Various intermediate stages 
between these extremes can also be envisioned. The organic analyst must be 
prepared for analytes characteristic of each of these possibilities, i.e., 
interstellar, chondritic, and transitional organic species. 
The interstellar component may have contributions from both the gas 
phase (1) and grain mantles (2) . Analysis of the condensed gas phase 
components is complicated by the fact that many are unstable radicals or 
ions, or stable molecules that will rapidly react with each other or their 
matrix components upon warming. This fact dictates sampling, sample return, 
and storage at low temperature ·and analysis in the solid state, e.g. , by 
electron spin resonance and ion-beam techniques. 
Chondrit i c organic matter has been the subject of extensive analyses 
over the past 20 years (3) . CM and CI chondrites have been found to contain 
most of their carbon as an ·insoluble macromolecular material with both 
aromatic and aliphatic components as well as various organic functional 
groups. The CM and perhaps CI chondrites contain, in addition, a complex 
mixture of discrete, molecular species, e.g ., hydrocarbons, carboxylic acids 
including amino acids, and nitrogen heterocycles including purines and 
pyrimidines . Recent stable isotope analyses have shown that these organic 
molecules (4) , along with a fraction of the macromolecular carbon (5), are 
enriched in deuterium. This finding has been interpreted as indicating a 
genetic relationship with interstellar molecules (6). Furthermore, several 
observations are consistent with the format i on of chondritic organics from 
interstellar precursors by hydrothermal processes : (a) abundant organic 
molecules occur only i n chondrites with hydrated silicate matrices; (b) 
amino acid abundance follows the content of the so-called "poorly 
characterized phases" (PCP) which is thought to be an early product in the 
aqueous alteration process (7) ; (c ) amino acid/hydroxy acid ratios suggest 
their formation by aqueous phase Strecker synthesis (8); (d) facile aqueous 
phase reactions exist which could account for the conversion of interstellar 
molecules to many other chondritic organics. Any evidence for the 
occurrence of aqueous phases in cometary nuclei, e.g ., the identification of 
hydrous silicate minerals, will suggest the occurrence of the more complex , 
st able organic molecules characteri stic of carbonaceous chondrites and 
dictate that appropriate liquid chromatographic , gas chromatographic, and 
combined gas ch romatographic-mass spectrometric methods be developed. 
... 
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Appropriate sampling procedures will be essential to the success of 
these analyses. It will be necessary to return samples that represent all 
the various regimes found in the nucleus, e.g., a complete core, volatile 
components (deep interior), and crustal components (surface minerals, rocks, 
processed organics such as macromolecular carbon and polymers). 
Furthermore, sampling, storage, return, and distribution of samples must be 
done under conditions that preclude contamination of the samples by 
terrestrial matter. 
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NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY IN THE SOLAR NEBULA 
AND EARLY SOLAR SYSTEM: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CHEM-
ISTRY OF COMETS Bruce Fegley, Jr., Departlnent of Earth, Atmo-
spheric, and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, MA 02139 USA 
Theoretical models of solar nebula and early solar system chemistry which take 
into account the interplay between chemical, physical, and dynamical processes have 
great utility for deciphering the origin and evolution of the abundant chemically re-
active volatiles (H, 0, C, N, S) observed in comets. In particular, such models are 
essential for attempting to distinguish between presolar and solar nebula products and 
for quantifying the nature and duration of nebular and early solar system processing 
to which the volatile constituents of comets have been subjected. This talk will focus 
on the diverse processes and energy sources responsible for chemical processing in the 
solar nebula and early solar system. The processes to be considered include homoge-
neous and heterogeneous thermochemical and photochemical reactions, and disequili-
bration resulting from fluid transport, condensation, and cooling whenever they occur 
on timescales shorter than those for chemical reactions. The energy sources to be 
considered include the thermal energy of the nebula, shock waves and photons from 
lightning discharges, proto-solar and stellar photons, and radioactive decay processes. 
Plausible models for the chemical compositions of gases and volatile-bearing grains as 
a function of space and time in the nebula and in subnebulae around the giant planets 
will be discussed. 
Some conclusions of this theoretical modelling (e.g., see Fegley, 1988; Fegley and 
Prinn, 1988; Prinn and Fegley, 1988) include the following: 
1. Non-equilibrium chemistry was responsible in large part for establishing the 
chemical speciation in the solar nebula and in subnebulae around the giant plan-
ets. 
2. The dominant carbon and nitrogen gases in the solar nebula were CO and N 2 • 
This is probably similar to the situation in the interstellar medium where ob-
servations and theoretical models imply that CO and N2 also dominate the gas 
phase carbon and nitrogen inventories. In contrast, the dominant carbon and 
nitrogen gases in giant planet subnebulae were C H 4 and N H 3 • 
3. Fe metal grains in the solar nebula catalyzed the formation of organic compounds 
from nebular CO+ H 2 via Fischer-Tropsch-type reactions. On the order of 10% 
of the total CO inventory was converted into organic compounds, in this fashion. 
4. Hydrated silicate formation was kinetically inhibited in the solar nebula, but 
was kinetically favorable in the subnebulae around giant planets. Any hydrated 
silicates observed in comets, therefore, are not solar nebula products. 
5. Formation of FeS by the sulfurization of Fe metal grains was kinetically favor-
able in the solar nebula. In contrast, FeO incorporation into silicates at low 
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temperatures (e.g., as predicted by canonical equilibrium condensation models) 
and bulk Fe80 4 formation were both kinetically inhibited in the solar nebula. 
6. Clathrate formation (e.g., CO and N 2 clathrates) was kinetically inhibited in 
the solar nebula but C H 4 clathrate formation was kinetically favorable in the 
subnebulae around giant planets. 
7. The CO/CH4 and N 2/NH8 ratios in comet P/Halley are intermediate between 
those ratios in the solar nebula (CO/CH4 ~ 1 and N2/NH8 ~ 1) and in 
giant planet subnebulae (CO/CH4 ~ 1 and N2/N H8 ~ 1). These intermedi-
ate ratios are most plausibly produced by a two component mixing model in 
which CO-, N2-rich material from the solar nebula (and/or from the interstel-
lar medium) is mixed with a smaller amount of CH4 -, N H3-rich material from 
subnebulae around the giant planets. 
8. Non-equilibrium processing due to lightning discharges and photochemistry driven 
by stellar photons were potentially significant chemical reprocessing mechanisms 
in the outer solar nebula. In contrast, photochemistry driven by solar photons 
was unimportant in the very hot, thermochemically-controlled inner nebula. Ab-
sorption by gas and dust also limited severely the importance of solar UV pho-
tochemistry in the outer regions of the solar nebula. Dust absorption played a 
similar limiting role during early solar system history. 
9. Deuterium-to-hydrogen ratios significantly higher than the canonical primordial 
value of D/H"" 2 x 10-6 (e.g., the terrestrial D/H "" 1.6 x w-4 ) cannot be 
produced by low temperature equilibration in the solar nebula. 
These conclusions, as well as their implications for the chemistry of comets will be 
discussed in more detail at the meeting. Recommendations for specific tests of these 
implications will also be made. 
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TRACE ELEMENT ABUNDANCE DETERMINATIONS BY SYNCHROTRON 
X-RAY FLORESCENCE (S!RF) ON RETURNED C~MET NUCLEUS MINERAL 
GRAINS, G. J. Flynn and s. R. Sutton , (1) Dept. of Physics, 
SUNY-Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh, NY 12901, (2) Dept. of Applied 
Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973. 
Trace element abundances and abundance patterns in 
meteorites have proven to be diagnostic indicators of 
fractionation in the solar nebula (1) or on meteorite parent 
bodies (2), cosmothermometers indicating nebula temperature at 
formation of the meteorites (3), internal thermometers 
indicating the maximum reheating experienced since formation 
(4) , and a means of defining genetically related groups of 
meteorites (5). If, as expected, comets are more primitive 
samples of the solar nebula than the meteorites, then trace 
element abundances in the comet nucleus samples should be better 
indicators of solar nebula conditions then the patterns in the 
meteorite samples. 
EXPECTED PROPERTIES: Some micrometeorites collected from 
the earth's stratosphere after atmospheric deceleration are 
likely to be samples of comets (6). These 5 to 50 urn 
micrometeorites are generally aggregates of mineral grains, 
predominantly olivine and pyroxene, typically smaller than 1 urn. 
Major element analyses by analytical Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) show varying major element compositions for 
nearby grains of the same mineral <3>· Bulk chemical analyses 
with sampling volumes of order 1 pm show wide variations in 
major element compositions at adjacent spots on the same 
particle (8). If the elemental heterogeneity of the cosmic dust 
particles is indicative of the variation in comet nucleus 
material, then both major and trace element analyses on micron 
and sub-micron mineral grain samples will be required for 
maximum information extraction. Analytical TEM will permit such 
analyses for major elements. 
PRESENT/FUTURE SXRF TRACE ELEMENT CAPABILITIES: Trace 
element analyses have been performed on bulk cosmic dust 
particles by Proton Induced X-Ray Emission (PIXE) (9) and 
Synchrotron X-Ray Fluorescence (SXRF) (10). When present at or 
near chondritic abundances the trace elements K, Ti, Cr, Mn, cu, 
Zn, Ga, Ge, Se, and Br are presently detectable by SXRF in 
particles of 20 pm diameter. A SXRF spectrum of a chondritic 
micrometeorite is shown in Figure 1. Details of this analysis 
are described by Sutton and Flynn (10). 
Improvements to the SXRF analysis facility at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source presently underway should increase the 
range of detectable elements and permit the analysis of smaller 
samples. In addition the Advanced Photon Source will be 
commissioned at Argonne National Laboratory in 1995. This 7 to 
8 GeV positron storage ring, specifically designed for high-
energy undulator and wiggler insertion devices, will be an ideal 
s curce for an X-ray microprobe with one micron spatial 
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Figur e 1. Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence spectrum of micro-
me teorite U2022-Gl, about 25 urn in diameter 
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most elements. Thus trace element analysis of individual 
micron-sized grains should be possible by the time of the comet 
nucleus sample return mission. 
SAMPLE REQUIREMENTS: Sample collection, delivery, and 
curation must be accomplished in a manner to avoid contamination 
with even trace amounts of the elements to be analyzed. The 
pry~ent SXRF sensitivity for micrometeorite analysis is of order 
10 atoms (about 0.1 pg) (10). Improvements in sensitivity 
will require sample contamination substantially below this 
level. Sample collection and handling equipment should be 
constructed from materials selected for ultra-high purity. 
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FROM INTERSTELLAR DUST TO COMETS 
J.M. Greenberg, Laboratory Astrophysics, Leiden, The Netherlands. 
The bulk and microstructure of comet nuclei are derived from the morpho-
logical structure and chemical composition of submicron sized interstellar 
dust grains which have undergone cold aggregation in the pre-solar nebula 
(Greenberg 1982a, 1986a) because the volatile molecule S may be traced back 
to the photochemical evolution of the interstellar dust 1Grim and Greenberg, 
1987) and because the CH41H2o ratio is inconsistent with comet condensation of 
solar system volatiles (Larson et al. 1988) . 
The evolutionary picture of dust which is emerging is a cyclic one in 
which the particles, before being destroyed or going into solar system bodies, 
find themselves during their 5 billion year lifetime alternately in diffuse 
clouds and in molecular clouds (Greenberg, 1982b, Greenberg, 1986, Schutte, 
1988). A small silicate core captured within a molecular cloud accretes 
various ices and gradually builds up an. inner mantle of organic refractory 
material which has been produced by photoprocessing of the volatile ices . 
Because of the cyclic evolution the organic refractory mantle on a grain is 
not a homogeneous substance but rather layered like the rings of a tree trunk 
in which the innermost layers have been the most irradiated and the outermost 
layer in the most recent molecular cloud phase is first generation organic 
refractory which is surrounded finally by lightly photoprocessed ices of 
which H2o is the dominant component. Since further photoprocessing of organics 
leads to a greater and greater depletion of 0 , N, and H, the innermost layers 
are the most "carbonized" and the most non-volatile (See Fig. 2 insert). 
Clumps of grains form, and t hen clumps of clumps, and so on, until 
finally we reach the size of t he comet nucleus. Comparing such interstellar 
dust aggregates with meteors leads to a packing factor of 0.2; (See Fig. 2a). 
, 20KV X 14200 ..,.0 ' 
Fig. 2a: A piece of a fluffy comet: Model of Fig.2b: A highly porous 
an aggregate of 100 average interstellar dust chondritic IDP. Note that 
particles with a packing factor of about 0 . 2 the bird's nest particle 
(80% empty_~pace) , a mean mass density of (Fig.2a), the IDP (Fig.2b) 
0 .28 gm em , and an aggregate diameter of and average interstellar core-
5 j.lm . particle (Fig.2b insert) are 
equally scaled to 1 J.lm. 
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Kissel and Krueger (1987) have derived a comet dust ratio of organics to 
siJicate mass of m0R/msil 
2 1:2 which, not surprisingly, is less than that in 
the interstellar dust because of the expected evaporation of the less 
r~fractory organics from the comet dust at solar system temperatures. 
The 3.4 ~m and 10 ~m excess emissions in comet dust provide evidence not 
only for the basic chemical ingredients - as given in the mass spectra - but 
also for the morphological structure (Greenberg, Zhao and Hage, 1989). It 
turns out that pure silicates no matter how small do not achieve high enough 
temperatures to produce the observed 10 ~m emission. Absorbing organic 
refractory mantles - such as those on interstellar silicate cores - are 
absolutely required to raise the compound grain temperatures high enough to 
make the 10 ~m peak observable. Furthermore, the temperature constra int leads 
to a most probable silicate core radius - 0.05 ~m and a mantle thickness 
~ 0.02 ~m. i.e. an organic to silicate mass ratio m0R/mSil ~ 0.9 which, within 
the uncertainties, is like that deduced from comet dust mass s pectra. It i s 
only by considering these 1 o-13 g particles to be in fluffy aggregates t hat 
the integrated fluxes come into reasonable resemblance to the particle impact 
detector data (McDonnell et al., 1987). 
Interplanetary dust particles which are within 1 AU scatter visible light 
much more effectively than those which are beyond 1 AU. While those which are 
farther out are more effective emitters of infrared radiation. The r adial 
decrease of the albedo of the zodiacal light particles could be produced by a 
decrease in material density, just as the albedo of cometary dus t is decreased 
because of its fluffiness. The interplanetary particle probe re sults of 
Pioneer 10/11 were also interpreted in terms of a radial decrease of particle 
density ( Fechtig, 1984). Add! t!onal indications for the come tary t o 
interplanetary dust evolution may be seen in the lower density of meteors 
whose aphelion distances are beyond 5.4 AU as compared with those which s pend 
more time closer to the sun (Verniani, 1973). 
Although the mean density of the chondritic porous IDP's is l ow it i s 
much higher than the initial cometary dust. What we see in Fig. 2b is an 
aggregate of more or less spherical particles of about 0.1 ~ diameter whose 
infrared signature is that of silicates. When the interstellar dust is scaled 
like the IDP we see how its silicate core segments - which are hidden in the 
bird' s nest model (Fig. 2a) - are like the silicates in the IDP. While the 
organic mantles are not "seen" in the IDP electron micrographs they become 
immediately apparent with Raman spectroscopy (Wopenka, 1988). It appears that 
every silicate particle in a porous IDP is covered by some organic mantle. 
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MODIFICATIONS OF COMET HATERIALS BY THE SUBLIMATION PROCESS: RES1JLTS 
FROM SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS ; E. Grun* and KOSI- team t , >':Heidelberg, FRG 
An active comet like comet Halley loses by sublimat i on a surface l ayer of 
the order of 1 m thickness per perihelion passage . In situ measurements (1) 
showed that water ice is the main constituent which contributes to the gas 
emission although even more volatile species (CO,NH3 ,cH4 ,co2 etc.) have been 
identified. Dust particles which were embedded in the ices are carried by the 
sublimating gases. Measurements of the ~hemi.cal cornpoE'ition of cometary grains 
indicate that they are composed of silicates of approximate chondri.tic compo-
sition (2) and refractory carbonaceous material (3). 
In the past there have been several attempts. to experimentally study the sub-
limation process of mixtures of ices, minerals and carbonaceous compounds. Ex-
tensive work was carried out by Soviet groups in Dushanbe and Leningrad , who 
heated up ice samples electrically or irradiated them with light sources in-
side a cold chamber (4,5). Among the interesting findings was the formation 
and ablation of dust mantles during the sublimation process. In another ap-
proach (6,7), silicate minerals and organic compounds covered with water i ce 
were exposed in a vacuum chamber. After sublimation of the water ice highly 
porous filamentary sublimate residues were found for some classes of phyl-
losilicate minerals or in cases when organic compounds (tar) were present. 
The approach by the KOSI-team (8-10) focuses on the investigation of cometary 
processes at relevant scales. The scale of the simulation experiments is de-
termined by the scale for the heat transport into the interior (diurnal ther-
mal skin depth) and the scale of the gas interaction (mean free path length) 
above the surface which are both of the order of 10 em. Comet simulation 
experiments are performed in the big Space Simulator of DFVLR, Cologne , which 
allows the study of samples of up to one meter dimensions. 
Initial ~xperiments were performed with porous water ice-mineral mixture s of 
0.4 gjcm bulk density which were irradiated at about 1 solar constant inten-
sity for several hours. Representative temperature profiles taken at different 
times are displayed in Fig. 1. The temperature near the upper surface of the 
ice reached > 200 K at which significant sublimation occurred . With time the 
temperature profiles became flat near the surface . The layer of low tempera-
ture gradient was observed to grow in thickness during the course of the ex-
periment. At the end of irradiation d1e investigation of the sample showed 
three distinct layers: A mantle of mineral dust of 5 to 10 mm thickness cov-
ered a several em thick shell of hard but porous ice and dust. The layer below 
this shell was obviously in its original unconsolidated state. 
tThe KOSI-team is a consortium of scientific groups which are represented by: 
A. Bar-Nun, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel; L__QJ;~un, P. LammerzrrhJC, 
Max-Planck- Institut fur Kernphysik, r-Iei delber-g, FRG ; J. Kling_er, Lab. de 
Glaciologie et Geophysique de lEnvironne:nsnt , Salnt-Martin-d'Heres, France; .!:i.._ 
Ko chan, Institut fur Raumsimulaticn , DFVLR, Koln-Porz, FRG; H.U. Keller, Max -
Pl anck-Institut fur Aeronomie, Katlenburg-Lindau, FRG; G. Neukum , Inst i t ut fur 
Optoelektronik, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG; K. Roessler, Institut fur Chemie 
I, KFA, Julich, FRG; y_, _  $_t;.:.:.~ t:.H.er . .., .. T. Spohn, Institut fur Planetologie, 
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Fig. 1: Temperature profiles recorded during two simulation experiments (flat 
lines) and calculated from a thermal model (broken lines) at various times 
after the start of irradiation (10). 
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Both the temperature profile and the metamorphosis of the ice can be explained 
if we postulate that heat is advected towards the interior rather than con-
ducted. The porosity of the sample allowed for water vapor to flow inwards 
driven by the difference in vapor pressure between the sublimating surface 
layer of ice and the cold interior. Model calculations (10) suggest tha t the 
vapor flow carried heat at a rate of about 60% of the heat input at the t op 
surface of the ice. Recondensation of the vapor onto the original fluffy i ce 
formed the hard icy shell. 
Comet simulation experiments show that significant modifications of cometary 
materials occur due to sublimation process in near surface layers which have 
to be taken into account in order to derive the original state of this mate -
rial. 
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COMMENTS ON COMET SHAPES AND AGGREGATION PROCESSES 
Villiarn K. Hartmann, Planetary Science Institute, Tucson AZ 85719 
An important question for a cornet mission is whether cornet nuclei pre-
serve information clarifying aggregation ~rocesses of planetary matter. 
Planets are too big to do so, and many (most) asteroids in the main asteroid 
belt have probably undergone enough metamorphism and/or collisional evolution 
to alter original aggregate textures resulting from low-velocity accretion 
processes, either on a micro- or macro-scale. 
A common unexamined paradigm is that comets were thrown into the "deep 
freeze" of the Oort cloud during planet growth, and thus preserve "primit ive" 
properties that can be found in no other solar system bodies. Thi s common 
view may turn out to be naive. Cornets could not be ejected until giant 
planets had grown, and the growth processes pumped up approach velocities of 
planetesimals. The whole accretion environment was one of collision, and by 
the time cornet nuclei were ejected, they may have undergone collisional evolu-
tion, both in the original low- velocity accretion regime and in a later 
higher-velocity regime, perhaps inducing some fragmentation. Thus, while 
comets undoubtedly had less total collisional evolution than belt asteroids) 
the total collisional and velocity history is an unresolved problem. 
The granularity of texture, at micro- to macro-scales, is an important 
indicator of this history, and can be studied by spacecraft. Ve anticipate 
that the aggregation phase occurred at very low relative velocities. The 
initial texture of the cornet nuclei aggregates may have been on of fluff- balls 
of ice/soil crystals and grains at a micro scale. Sufficiently high resolu-
tion view might reveal whether such texture is present. 
Another unexamined paradigm is that planetesimals grew out of innumerable 
small grains -- rather like building a 10-krn body out of sand grains or peas. 
This has led to an almost unconscious supposition that primordial planetesi-
mals (primitive cornet nuclei?) were relatively spheroidal, and that the irreg-
ular shapes f ound among asteroids are due to fragmentation events, which pro-
duce splinter-like fragments. According to that view, unaltered primitive 
comet material may consist of innumerable small highly-compacted grains (< 
meter-scale), but no larger sub-units (> krn-scale), and unfragrnented asteroids 
would be relatively spheroidal. 
That view is being challenged by unexpected new observational evidence . 
Hartmann et al. (1987, 1988) and French (1987) have found that Trojan 
asteroids, as a group, display a higher fraction of highly-elongated objects 
than the belt. More recently evidence has accumulated that comet nuclei , as a 
group, also display highly- elongated shapes at macro- scale. Thi s evidence 
comes from the several comets whose nuclear lightcurves or shapes have be well 
studies. Figure 1 shows this evidence. 
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Figure 1. ·Histograms of frequency distribution of ampli- · 
tudes of samples of main-belt asteroids (top and middle) 
and Trojan asteroids (bottom). Bell curve repeats a rough 
fit to the top distribution, for reference. Trojans have 
a tail of highly irregular shapes. At bottom are data for 
several comets, indicating that they, too, have irregular 
shapes. 
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Intriguingly, Trojans and comet nuclei share other properties. Both 
groups have extremely low albedos and reddish-to neutral-black colors typical 
of asteroids of spectral class D, P, and C. Both groups may have had rela-
tively low collision frequencies. 
!n important problem to resolve with spacecraft imaging is whether these 
elongated shapes are primordial, or due to evolution of the objects. Two 
hypotheses that might be tested by a combination of global-scale and close-up 
imaging from various directions are: 
(1) The irregular shapes are primordial and related to the fact that these 
bodies have had lower collision frequencies than belt asteroids. This could 
arise if the planetesimal population produced moderate size bodies (such as 
km-scale Goldreich-Vard planetesimals), which then "fell together," accreting 
at such low velocities that they produced "compound asteroids" in which origi-
nal lumpy shapes have been preserved. Donn has shown growth of such irregular 
shaped bodies in a theoretical modelling program. In this case, imaging might 
show residual shapes of the initial, aggregated, bodies, stuck together like 
snowballs in a snowman, with possible smoothing by subsequent collisions. 
(2) The irregular shapes may be due to volatile loss. This seems possible 
since they appear in volatile-rich bodies, and not so frequently in main-belt 
asteroids. Colwell and Jakosky (1987, Icarus) have described increase in 
topographic extremes due to sublimation and insolation considerations. Comets 
might evolve toward more elongated shapes. This could expJain observed spon-
taneous splitting as an end result. Spacecraft observation of jetting and 
fissure evolution might clarify this process. 
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COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES IN COMETARY MATERIALS: iMPLICATIONS 
FOR RATE OF MASS LOSS AND EXPOSURE HISTORY; G.F. Herzogl, P.A.J. Englert2, 
and R.C. Reedys, 1) Dept. Chern. Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, NJ 08903 2) Dept. Chem. 
San Jose State Univ., San Jose, CA 95192 3) Los Alamos Natl. Lab., Los Alamos, NM 8754 5 
As planned the Rosetta mission will return to earth with a 10-kg core and a i -kg 
surface sample from a comet [1). The selection of a comet with low current activity will 
maximize the chance of obtaining material altered as little as possible. Current temperature 
and level of activity, however, may not reliably indicate previous values. Fortunately, from 
measurements of the cosmogenic nuclide contents of cometary material, one may estimate a 
rate of mass loss in the past and, as a bonus, learn somethi,ng about the exposure history of 
the comet. Perhaps the simplest way to estimate the rate of mass loss is to compare the total 
inventories of several long-lived cosmogenic radionuclides (Table 1) with the values expected 
on the basis of model calculations. Although model calculations have become steadily more 
reliable [e.g., 2], application to bodies with the composition of comets (3] will require some 
extension beyond the normal range of use. In particular, the influence of light elements on 
the secondary particle cascade will need study, in part through laboratory irradiations of 
volatile-rich materials. In the analysis of cometary data, it would be valuable to test 
calculations against measurements of short-lived isotopes. 
Importance of short-lived isotopes - The inventories of short-lived isotopes at depths gr(;ate r 
than a few centimeters should be relatively insensitive to mass wastage for the an~icipa ted [I] 
erosion rates. Moreover, because the gradient of galactic cosmic rays in the inner solar 
system is small, -2%/ A.U. [4], the recent production rates of these (and longer-lived) 
radioisotopes do not depend sensitively on orbital parameters in the ranges considered. For 
these reasons, and just as in the lunar case [5], the short-lived radionuclides provide either a 
corroboration of the calculations or the data needed for fine tuning them. 
Measurement of short-lived isotopes- During the return trip of -3 y, isotopes with half-lives 
less than 1 y (e.g., 64Mn and 67Co) will have decayed away. Isotopes with somewhat ionge r 
half-lives would survive the trip and could be conveniently and non-destructively measured 
in the laboratory. However, cosmic ray bombardment en route would have altered their 
concentrations. Either of two approaches could prevent the otherwise irretrievable loss of 
information about these important isotopes. l) In situ measurements. By mounting a 
detector in the reconnaissance craft it might be possible to detect and analyze -y-radiati.on 
emitted from the comet's surface. Backgrounds from the spacecraft and the -y-detector itself 
would make the detection of both prompt [6] and decay gammas from the comet difficult. 
Alternatively, a detector could be placed in a core hole [7 ,8]. The location would large I y 
protect the detector and surrounding material from direct exposure to cosmic rays but signals 
from prompt -y's may still overwhelm those from decay. 2) Spacecraft measurements. To 
measure the effects of cosmic-ray bombardments on the material during transport back to 
earth, one might include a -y-detector and/or c·ertain passive devices in the spacecraft. 
Englert [8] discusses shielding arrangements. If these measurements are to be undertaken, 
detailed feasibility studies will be needed soon. 





























Figure 1 shows the fractional inventories of various radioisotopes that a comet would re ta in 
assuming the rates of mass loss given by [l]. These illustrative calculations assume negl igible 
erosion rates in the distant past, constant erosion rates f vr the last 1 COO y, and a constant 
cosmic ray flux throughout. We adopted p!'oduction. mt.t>s of the form P == P 0 e-Pd where d "' 
d0 initially and d = d0 - et during the period of appreciable mass loss. In this simplified 
model, the longer-lived cosmogenic radionuclides are diagnostic for the anticipated range of 
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erosion rates. Current techniques would make it possible to profile a large suite of long-lived 
cosmogenic radionuclides along the entire core with just 1-2 g of material. In the past, when 
the comet may have had considerably larger aphelia, production rates may have been higher 
by a factor of about 4 [10]. Figure 2 shows how the isotope inventories woul\1 increase with 
a higher, ancient flux which is taken as a constant, L, times the current flux. We have 
assumed the two-stage model described above with T2 = 1000 y and an intermediate rate of 
mass loss of 0.2 gjcm2-y. If we assume a non-increasing flux of galactic cosmic rays 
throughout the orbital history of the comet then cosmogenic radionuclide data will allow us to 
place a lower limit on the average rate of mass loss. 
Information concerning certain short- and long-lived isotopes can be paired advantageously. 
For example the ratio 7BejlOBe should be insensitive to chemical fractionation that may 
occur during volatilization processes and to the details of the secondary spectrum of cosmic-
ray particles. On the other hand, in the simplest picture, significant mass loss on a time scale 
of millions of years or less will raise the 7BejlOBe ratio. Taken in conjunction with an 
estimate of the rate of mass loss, the 22Naj22Ne ratio provides information about the time the 
sample lay within a few meters of the surface. 
The behavior of the cosmogenic radionuclides as the comet loses mass could well hold some 
surprises. Major production of 7Be, lOBe, and 14C will occur in H 20(s) and C02(s). The fate 
of the 14C is uncertain. Lal et al. [II) have argued that nascent 14C in ice quickly forms CO. 
If so, it would be lost with the gas but otherwise, perhaps not. Similarly, some H 20- or 
C02-derived xBeO, which is nonvolatile, might conceivably remain behind when ices 
vaporized. If the isotopes are retained during the loss of ices, the inventories of lOBe and/or 
14C would exceed expected values. Excesses in the amounts of these isotopes unaccompanied 
by excesses in long-lived isotopes not made from C, N, or 0 would provide a novel marker 
of cometary surface processes. Finally, we note that ionizing radiation may initiate the 
formation of polymers [12]. The determination of the 14C content (and pe_rhaps the 1°Be 
content) of polymeric material would therefore be of interest as a potential measure of its 
age. More generally, the cosmogenic nuclide contents will lead to an estimate of the total 
dose of ionizing radiation and this quantity may be useful in the interpretation of the 
properties of the cometary surface. 
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MORPHOLOGY AND COMPOSmONAL DIFFERENTIATION OF THE SURFACE OF 
COMETS: W. F. Huebner and D. C. Boice, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, TX 
78284 
The remarkable spacecraft missions to Comet Halley gave us the first detailed view of a 
comet nucleus. What was suspected before, that the nucleus surface was heterogeneous. 
was spectacularly confirmed. The Halley Multicolour Camera aboard Giotto recorded jet-like 
dust features emanating from active regions covering approximately 15 percent of the surface 
that were responsible for emitting most of the dust and gas. An intensity gradient across the 
nucleus originating at the active areas and falling off to the darker, inactive region on the 
night side is caused by small particles that are more easily entrained by surface winds than 
larger particles that tend to remain in the ·~ets". Data from the PIA (Giotto) and PU!\1A (Vega 
1,2) instruments indicate that the smallest dust particles are enriched with organics (CHON 
particles). Some of this fine dust gravitationally settles creating a thin surface layer rich in 
organics. Particularly strong dust ·~ets" may cause wind-blown surface structures over 
inactive areas, such as, leeward dust accumulation behind hills. At close heliocentric 
distances the fine dust may be sintered on the surface. 
The Giotto images revealed crater-like features seen in the inactive area which may be 
evidence of extinct source regions. Similar regions may develop around the active areas 
creating crater-like rims. These rims are built up by the largest particles that can be lifted by 
the escaping gas. The lack of lift caused by the divergence of the gas flow near the boundacy 
of the active region results in their accumulation in the rim. Because of the rotation of the 
nucleus, deposits of these larger particles will be preferentially on the side opposed to the 
rotation (the morning side). These larger particles which may be approximately one meter in 
size contain trapped frozen gases and more silicates compared to the fine dust. 
Including the active areas which are rich in volatiles. we are lead to a picture of a comet 
nucleus surface with structural and compositional differentiation with at least three distinct 
regions: 1) inactive regions covered by a thin layer of fine dust enriched in organics that may 
be sintered, 2) crater-like rims made up of larger particles containing trapped frozen gases 
and silicates, and 3) the active regions which are rich in frozen gases and dust. We suggest 
that the Comet Nucleus Sample Return mission plan to sample at least these three 
compositionally distinct regions. 
ROLE OF DUST TO GAS PRODUCTION RATE RATIO 
IN COMETARY PHYSICS 
S. Ibadov 
Institute of Astrophysics, Dushanbe 734670, USSR 
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According to results of Earth based observations and in 
situ measurements cometary nuclei are intensive sources of both 
the gaseous and the dusty matter /see, e.g., 1-6/. Investigat-
ion of the interaction between gas-dust cometary atmospheres 
and dust grains of the Zodiacal dust cloud reveals the presence 
of two principially possible mechanisms: meteor-like and explo-
sive-type ones. 
The meteor-like mechanism is connected with bombardment of 
zodiacal dust particles by cometary molecules when the tempera-
tures T = 2000-3000 K are developed. This mechanism can create 
over-saturated vapours of refractory elements (Fe, Si, C etc.) 
in cometary heads /7/. 
The explosion-type mechanism is connected with high-velo-
city impacts between cometary and zodiacal dust particles r~s­
ulti~ in the generation of high-temperature plasma (T = 10'-
107 K) and, hence, of X-ray radiation and multicharged ions, 
i.e. with the processes not yet realized in the laboratory con-
ditions /8/. . • 
The dust to gas production rate ratio, jK = ~/Mg, determi-
nes the dominating interaction mechanism, namely if .,..w.>- 0.1 ex-
plosion-type mechanism is the main one /9/. 
Such important for cometary physics parameter as ~ may 
directly be determined by analysing the returned comet nucleus 
samples. For this purpose the masses (or corresponding spectra) 
of gaseous and dusty matter ejected from the sample during a 
given time must be measured. 
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RADIATION MODIFICATION OF COMETARY MATERIALS: LABORATORY 
SIMULATIONS; R.E. Johnson, University of Virginia Charlottesville, VA 22901 
Cosmic rays and solar photons can modify precometary materi a l s , come t 
surfaces, and ejected cometary materials. This can be of importance for 
describing the primordial crust of a comet, the composition of the e j ected 
dust , and the degradation of the dust in the solar environment. This pape r 
will describe the laboratory results of interest to radiation modifieat i on 
of materials, the effects of radiation on cometary materials and the 
relevance of these materials for comet surface analysis . 
o.oa 













SULFUR COMPOUNDS IN COMETS; S. Kim and M. A1 Hearn (University of Maryland) 
Cometary atmospheres exhibit abundant sulfur and sulfur compounds, which are 
absent in planetary atmospheres. Sulfur compounds were also detected in 
interstellar media, including SO, so2, CS, etc., but excluding s2 which was identified only in IRAS-Araki-Alcock 1983d. The study of the or1gin and 
parent molecules of these compounds, therefore, may yield a clue to the 
question of the formation and evolution of comets, interstellar media, and 
planets. 
Most models of comets suqgest that SO and/or so2 should be abundant in the 
coma both because of reactions between the observed species S and OH and 
because of irradiation of 
other sulfur compounds in 
icy grains prior to 
accretion. A tentative 
identification of SO has 
been proposed by Wallis 
and Krishna-Swamy (1). 
We have calculated syn-
thetic spectra of SO 
and compared them with 
spectra of various comets 
taken with the Inter-
national Ultraviolet 
Explorer. We find no 
evidence for the presence 
of SO and set upper limits
on the relative production
rate of SO in comets. (Fig. 
It has been difficult to explain the high resolution IUE spectra of the 
0-0 band of CS at 2577 A, because CS radicals are formed near the nucleus 
where collisions may affect the rotational structure of this band (2). 
Motivated by the i~complete analysis by Prisant and Jackson (2), we 
~ttempted to construct a band model which includes fluorescence processes 
initiated by solat ultraviolet radiation, and collisional excitation by 
electrons and neutrals. In Fig. 2, we present models of the 0-0 band, 
which give satisfactory fits to the high resolution IUE spectra of 
comets Halley and Wilson. We will discuss the collisional effects, and 
electron and neutral densities in the CS forming region. 
We undertook fluorescence calculations to analyze the B-X system of s2 
which appeared in IUE and ground-based spectra of IRAS-Araki-Alcock 1983d. 
Single- and multiple-cycle fluorescence calculations indicate that 
fluorescent equilibrium accounts for the observed spectra despite the 
fact that the S? lifetime againt solar ultraviolet radiation is relatively 
short. This analysis confirms unambiguously that emission peaks in the 
3000 - 4000 A spectral range of the ground-based data are due to the 
B-X bands · ~f S2 (Fig. 3). 
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SULFUR COMPOUNDS IN COMETS 
Kim, S., and A1 Hea r n, M. 
We also present new evidence that 
detected by A•Hearn, Feldman, and 
of S?. outgassing rates 
and oiscussion on the 
correlation between 
solar wind flux and 
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Organic Chemistry of Cometary Dust as Derived From PUMA 1 Data 
J. Kissel, MPI fuer Kernphysik, Postfach 103980, D-6900 Heidelberg 1 
and F.R. Krueger, lngenieurbuero Krueger, Messeler Str. 24, 
D-6100 Darmstadt 12 
Onboard the Halley Fly-By spacecrafts VEGA 1, VEGA 2, and GIOTTO were the 
dust impact mass spectrometers PUMA 1, PUMA 2, and PIA respectively . PUMA 1 
was the most sensitive instrument among them. From its data the occurrance 
of masslines >60 Daltons could be shown to be statistically significant. 
An analysis of these masslines lead to a scenario, which could explain the 
masslines as fragment ions from larger molecules which characterize the 
chemical nature of cometary organic matter as : 
highly unsaturated hydrocarbons 
-- some of them containing oxygen, 
- - less containig nitrogen, and 
-- a few containing oxygen and nitrogen as heteroatoms. 
From the properties of the spectrometer, also some physical parameters of 
the dust particles could be inferred, such as their density and structure. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF SOLAR NEBULA CONDENSATES IN INTERPLANETARY DUST 
PARTICLES AND UNEQUILIBRATED ORDINARY CHONDRITES. 
1 - kl 2 d 1 1 W. K oc , K. L. Tho~as an D. S. McKay , SN14, NASAj.JSC, 
Houston, TX, 77058; Lockheed, 2400 Nasa Rd.1, Houston, TX, 
77058 
Orthopyroxene and olivine grains, low in FeO, but contai-
ning MnO contents up to 5 wt% were found in interplanetary dust 
particles (IDP) collected in the stratosphere (Fig . l). The majo-
rity of olivines and pyroxenes in meteorites contain less than 
0.5 wt% MnO (Fig.2). Orthopyroxenes and olivines high in Mn and 
low in FeO have only been reported from a single coarse grained 
chondrule rim in the Allende meteorite (1) and from a Tieschitz 
matrix augite grain (2). The bulk MnO contents of the extrater-
restrial dust particles with high MnO olivines and pyroxenes are 
close to CI chondrite abundances (3) except for 3 particles which 
are enriched in Manganese by factors of 2-6. 
High MnO, low FeO olivines and orthopyroxenes were also 
found in the matrix of Semarkona, an unequilibrated ordinary 
chondrite (Fig.3). This may indicate a related origin for mine-
rals in extraterrestrial dust particles and in the matrix of 
unequilibrated ordinary chondrites. 
The origin of the observed Mg-silicates with high MnO con-
tents, but having low iron contents, can be best understood by 
condensation processes from a gas of solar composition. 
Forsteritic (Fe-poor) olivine is the first major silicate phase 
to condense from a solar gas. Iron would condense as metal and 
react at rather low temperatures (500 K- 600 K) with forsteritic 
olivine to produce Fe-rich olivine. However, Mn, which is not 
stable as metal in the solar nebula would condense at around 1100 
K as Mn2sio4 in solid solution with forsterite (4,5). High MnO, 
low FeO olivines may have formed by condensation above 1000 K but 
failed to equilibrate with metallic iron at lower temperatures. 
Low temperature metamorphic reactions may produce FeO- and 
MnO- rich olivines but are unable to explain the formation of 
FeO-poor MnO-rich olivines. The occurrence of solar nebula con-
densates in IDP's would be remarkable. Either the origin of IDP'~ 
is more closely related to chondritic meteorites than previously 
thought or comets, which are believed to be the parent bodies of 
chondritic porous IDP's (6,7,8,9), contain high temperature 
minerals, formed by condensation in the solar nebula. 
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FEO-AND MNO ABUNDANCES IN OLIVINES AND 
PYROXENES OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL DUST PARTICLES Fig. 1 
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Fig. 1. Nucleus spectrum of comet Giacobini-Zinner on 20 June 1985. 
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SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF COMET 
P /GIACOBINI-ZINNER; I. Konno, Max-Planck-Institut fiir Astrophysik, Garching, 
FRG; S. Wyckoff, and P.A. Wehinger, Arizona State University 
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Fig. 2. Nucleus spectrum of comet Giacobini-Zinner on 11 September 1985. 
OBSERVATIONS OF P /G-Z 
Konno, 1., Wyckoff, S., and Wehinger, P.A. 
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discussed elsewhere (Konno 1987, Konno and Wyckoff, 1988). Observations in June indi-
cate that C3 and NH may also be depleted in Giacobini-Zinner by "' 8 and "' 5 times the 
normal value, respecrively. The ratio of the production rates, Q(NH2 ) = Q(H2 0) = 2 x 104 
indicate a very low NH3 / H2 0 abundance ratio if NH2 comes mostly from photodissociation 
of NH3. 
The water production rates for the comet were found from the measurements of the 
[0 I ]6300A line: 1.7 X 1028 at r = 1.47 AU on 20 June, 1.7 x 1028 at r = 1.46 AU on 
21 June, 2.4 x 1028 at r = 1.03 AU on 11 September, and 2.6 x 1028 at r = 1.20 AU on 
19 October. The value on 11 September falls in the range 2 x 1028 - 5 x 1028 molesules 
s- 1 indicated by IUE and the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (Stward et al. 1985). From r = 1.47 
AU to r = 1.03 AU (perihelion) the production rate changes as ,.,._ r- 1 but it does not fall 
off after perihelion from September to 19 October (r = 1.20 AU). This behavior may be 
due to heating of the outer layers of the nucleus at perihelion, so that the production rate 
probably did not change to the distance r = 1.20 AU. 
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Composition of Dust from Comet P/Halley: The Mineral Fraction 
Y. Langevin, Laboratoire Rene-Bernas du CSNSM, 91406 Orsay, France 
The composition of dust from P/Halley has been investigated in situ 
during the VEGA 1, VEGA 2 and GIOTTO encounters by the PIA/PUMA impact 
mass spectrometers. More than 5000 meaningful spectra of individual dus t 
particles were obtained, most of which in a compressed mode . The 
interpretation of these spectra in terms of elemental and mineralogical 
composition will be discussed. Accounting for these difficulties, the 
following conclusions can be derived for the mineral fraction of dust 
particles: i) the observed compositions are compatible with the full 
range of observed meteoritic minerals (in particular mafic silicates, 
plagioclases, sulfides, oxides); ii) Within each mineralogical class, 
the spread in composition appears much wider and more uniform than in 
meteorites. The low overall density and very large excess of light 
elements will be discussed by J. Kissel. These first direct results on 
cometary dust considerably strengthen the case for a comet sample return 
mission. 
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF DUST GRAIN EVOLUTION 
K. Liffman, NASA Ames Research Center, M.S. 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035 
We present a status report on the latest results obtained from a Monte Carlo code that 
is being developed at NASA Ames. The goal of this program, is to derive from the observed 
and presumed properties of the Interstellar Medium (ISM) the following information: 
(1) The size spectrum of interstellar dust 
(2) The chemical structure of interstellar dust 
(3) Interstellar abundances 
& ( 4) The lifetime of a dust grain in the ISM. 
Clearly a sample of a comet would allow us to compare theory with reality- at least 
for the first two of the four listed goals. 
Presently our study is restricted to refractory interstellar material, i.e. the formation 
and destruction of ices are not included in the program. The program is embedded in an 
analytic solution for the bulk chemical evolution of a two-phase interstellar medium in which 
stars are born in molecular clouds, but new nucleosynthesis products and stellar return are 
entered into a complementary intercloud medium. The well-mixed matter of each interstellar 
phase is repeatedly cycled stochastically through the complementary phase and back. 
Refractory dust is created by thermal condensation as stellar matter flows away from sites of 
nucleosynthesis such as novae and supernovae and/or from the matter returned from evolved 
intermediate stars. 
The history of each particle is traced by standard Monte Carlo techniques as it is 
sputtered and fragmented by supernova shock waves in the intercloud medium. It also 
accretes an amorphous mantle of gaseous refractory atoms when its local medium joins with 
the molecular cloud medium. Finally it encounters the possibility of ~stration (destruction by 
star formation) within the molecular clouds. This scenario is presented s.chematically in fig. 1 
and actual data from a case run where the grains were allowed to fragment into one hundred 
pieces whenever there was a grain-grain collision are presented in fig. 2. It should be noted 
that in fig. 2 any grains smaller than 5 A are considered to be gas molecules. 
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DUST GRAIN EVOLUTION 
Liffman, K. 
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PROMPT GAMMA ACTIVATION ANALYSIS (PGAA): TECHNIQUE OF CHOICE FOR 
NONDESTRUCTIVE BULK ANALYSIS OF RETURNED COMET SAMPLES? David J. 
Lindstrom1 and Richard M. Lindstrom2 1Lockheed Engineering and 
Sciences Co. C-23, 2400 NASA Rd. 1, Houston, TX 77058; 2center 
for Analytical Chemistry, National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899. 
Prompt gamma activation analysis is a well-developed 
analytical technique (1) that might well be the one of choice f o r 
multielement bulk analysis of returned comet samples. The 
technique involves irradiation of samples in an external neutron 
beam from a nuclear reactor, with simultaneous counting of gamma 
rays produced in the sample by neutron capture. Capture of 
neutrons leads to excited nuclei which decay immediately with the 
emission of energetic gamma rays to the ground state. 
PGAA has several advantages over other techniques for the 
analysis of cometary materials: 
1) It is nondestructive. Only a very small proportion of 
the atoms in the sample are altered. Residual radioactivity is 
minimal, and changes in isotopic ratios brought about by the 
irradiation are small and easily corrected for. Since the 
irradiation is conducted in a neutron beam outside the reactor, 
the samples can be kept at liquid nitrogen temperature during the 
measurement. 
2) It can be used to determine abundances of a wide variety 
of elements, including most major and minor elements (Na, Mg, Al, 
Si, P, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni), volatiles (H, C, N, F, Cl, 
S), and some trace elements (those with high neutron capture 
cross sections, including B, Cd, Nd, Sm, and Gd). Accuracy is 
quite good due to the simple physics involved. 
3) It is a true bulk analysis technique. Data from Comet 
Halley (e.g., 2) indicate that cometary material is quite 
inhomogeneous on the scale of individual grains, and larger 
inhomogene~ties appear likely. Sample volumes as large as 
several em are still nearly transparent to the neutrons and 
gamma rays involved in PGAA; matrix effects are minimal. Optimal 
sample sizes will probably be in the range of hundreds of 
milligrams to a few grams, depending on the relative amounts of 
ices and silicates. 
Recent developments should improve the technique's 
sensitivity and accura:y considerably (3). The major improvement 
is the use of a "cold neutron" facility instead of a thermal 
reactor neutron beam. The first major cold neutron facility in 
this country is now being built at the National Institute of 
standards and Technology. The system utilizes a liquid helium 
cooled block of D2o ice to produce neutrons with thermal energies 
of about 60 Kelvin. These neutrons are then piped through 
neutron guides to an experimental station far from the reactor 
and far from most sour~es of instrumental background. The main 
advantages of cold neutrons are that eros.:; sections are higher by 
about a factor of threg than for "thermal neutrons" at 300 K, 
interfering reactions due to fast neutrons are minimized, and 
gamma ray backgrounds are greatly reduced. 
44 PROMPT GAMMA ACTIVATI ON ANALYSIS 
Lindstrom D.J. and Lindstrom R. M. 
The maximum amount of information might be obtained from the 
following analytical scheme: 1) Package a bulk sample weighing 
perhaps two grams in a sealed Teflon bag and do PGAA analyses as 
described above, maintaining the sample at liquid nitrogen 
temperature with a stream of helium gas. When tha t a nalys is is 
complete, 2) transfer the sample to a vacuum line, puncture the 
container, and carefully distill off the volatiles . These 
volatiles could themselves be analyzed by PGAA for bulk H, c , and 
perhaps N contents. Residual solids, still in the original 
Teflon container, could 3) be re-analyzed by PGAA, and 4) 
irradiated for normal instrumental neutron activation analysis. 
This procedure would be essentially nondestructive and should 
produce reliable abundance estimates for some 40 elements. The 
same solid samples could be analyzed further by scanning electron 
microscopy and other techniques. 
(1) Failey M. P., Anderson D. L., Zoller w. H., Gordon G. E., and 
Lindstrom R. M. (1979) Anal. Chern. 51, 2209-2221. 
(2) Jessberger E . K. , Christoforidis A., and Kissel J. (1988) 
Nature 322, 691- 695. 
(3) Lindstrom R. M. , Z~isler R., and Rossbach M. (1987) ~ 
Radioanal. Nucl. Chern. 112, 321-330. 
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SOLAR NEBULA CONDENSATES AND THE COMPOSITION OF COMETS; J.I. Lunine, 
Luna r a nd Planetary Laborato r y , University of Arizona, Tucson. 
A wealth of gaseous and condensed compounds have been identified in data 
from the Giotto and Vega flybys of Halley's comet, and from complementary 
ground-based studies of Halle y and other recent comets. The interpretations 
in terms of cometary origin have been characterized by a high degree of 
selectivity of data in order to fit simple (and largely preconceived) models 
of particular astrophysical environments in which it is assumed comets formed . 
In fact, if comets reveal anything about the origin of the solar system, 
it is that material which eventually went to form the planets passed through a 
number of stages of chemical and physical evolution in a range of environments 
from the interstellar medium through hot dense clouds in star-forming regions 
to the solar nebula. The degree to which the most refractory materials in 
comets were chemically processed and altered in these environments must of 
necessity be vastly different from that of the most volatile gases, such as 
methane and carbon monoxide . More precisely, grains containing silicate and 
heavy organic components may have been little affected by passage into the 
solar nebula and subsequent accretion processes, provided they remained on 
orbits far from the center of the nebula. On the other hand, molecular 
species such as methane, carbon monoxide, ammonia and perhaps water ice would 
have bee n lost from the grains at various stages in molecular clouds and 
during entry into the nebula. These species in Halley's comet may reflect the 
final stages of cometary accretion in the outer part of the solar nebula. 
This talk focusses on interpretation of the volatile abundances in 
Halley's comet in terms of models for chemical and physical processes in the 
solar nebula . Key ratios of the oxidized and reduced species of nitrogen and 
carbon are identified which tell something of the chemical history of the 
environment in which cometary grains accreted to form the nucleus. Isotopic 
abundances are also applied to this problem . I will show that the abundances 
of methane and carbon monoxide are consistent both with models of solar nebula 
chemistry and chemical processing on grains in star-forming regions . 
Ultimately , limitations of the current data set on molecular abundances in 
comets and star-forming regions prevent a definitive choice between the two. 
Processes important to the composition of outer solar system bodies are: 
Gas pha s e chemistry in the solar nebula: The models of Lewis and Prinn 
a nd Fegle y (see Prinn and Fegley, 1989) for kinetic inhibition of homogeneous 
gas - phase, and heterogeneous grain-gas , reactions lead to the following 
conclusions : (a) the inner poriton of the solar nebula (where reactions take 
place) is dominated by carbon monox ide and molecular nitrogen as the primary 
carbon- and nitrogen-bearing molecules. Carbon dioxide, methane and ammonia 
are minor constituents. Most of the elemental oxygen is bound up as carbon 
monox ide; water and silicates sequester the remainder. Possible depletion of 
water by diffusive redistribution (Stevenson and Lunine, 1988) leads to 
somewhat higher methane abundances in the inner nebula (Engel et al., 1988). 
Gas-grain catalysis may be effective only down to -600 K, where it is poisoned 
by chemical combination of sulfur with metal grains (Fegley, 1988). In the 
highe r pressure nebulae around giant planets, the results of the MIT group 
show that methane and ammonia may dominate, with water sequestering nearly the 
full elemental oxygen abundance . 
Imperfect mixing in the solar nebula: Stevenson (1989) showed that radial 
mixing is severly limited in a viscous accretion disk model of the solar 
nebula, s o tha t over 90% of the material in the outer solar nebula (>10 AU) 
has never b e en exposed to inner nebula chemistry. This dilutes the importance 
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LUNINE, J.I. 
of methane and ammonia manufactured in the inner part of the disk, and 
suggests that chemical and physical processes in the surrounding molecula r 
cloud and those associated with the molecular cloud-solar nebula interface 
could play an important role in determining outer solar system abundance s . 
Also, mixing between giant planet sub-nebulae and solar nebula may affec t the 
latter's composition (Prinn and Fegley, 1989). 
Condensation: Concerning volatile species, condensation of water occur s 
in the solar nebula at roughly lSOK. Condensation of ammonia hydrates using 
available ammonia occurs below lOOK, and the diagnostic volatiles methane, 
carbon monoxide and molecular nitrogen condense at significantly lower 
temperatures (less than 40K). Of the last three only methane, if it is 
abundant, is predicted to condense in most models of the solar nebula 
pressure-temperature profile. The other volatiles must be trapped in less 
volatile condensates, most plausibly clathrated into or adsorbed on water ice. 
In giant planet sub - nebulae, the condensation temperatures of all species are 
raised by tens of degrees relative to the solar nebula. 
Clathration: Trapping of small non-polar or weakly-polar species in 
clathrate hydrate is effective provided exposure of the ice to the gas is 
extensive. Formation of clathrate containing a particular guest molecule 
(e . g . methane) generally is thermodynamically favored at temperatures well 
above the condensation point of that particular species. The important 
exception in the nebula is carbon dioxide, but a significant fraction of that 
species could be trapped in mixed clathrates. Fractionation affecting the 
composition of trapped gas is significant in clathrate: methane is most easily 
incorporated, followed by carbon monoxide, and then argon and nitrogen. 
Objects formed in a solar nebula rich in carbon monoxide may still sequester 
quantities of methane significant in terms of surface composition. 
Adsorption: Where clathrate formation is thermodynamically prevented or 
kinetically inhibited, physical adsorption of species onto water ice becom2s 
an important trapping mechanism . Apparently amorphous ice has a much higher 
specific adsorption area than crystalline ice, approaching the carrying 
capacity of clathrate . Chemical fractionation effects in adsorption should be 
similar to that of clathration, but hard to predict because the distribution 
of void sizes in amorphous ice is very poorly known. There is some 
experimental evidence for low-temperature fractionation (Bar-Nun, 1988). 
Processing of interstellar material: Pre-formed grains from interstellar 
clouds may undergo significant chemical processing in the course of entering 
the solar nebula. Such processing may occur at the nebula accretion shock , or 
during drag heating associated with infall. Only a modest (tens of degre e s ) 
increase in temperature is required to modify the most volatile components 
carried into the nebula by small grains. 
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CANDIDATE SAMPLE ACQUISITION SYSTEMS FOR THE ROSETTA 
M I S ~;r 0 N ; P • G • Magnan i , C • G e r l i , G . Co I om b i n a - T e c nos paz i o S . p . 1\ and 
I'.Vic'lrno - Tecnomare S . p.A 
Th<' Comet Nucleus Sample Return (CNSR) mis sion, one of th e 
four cornerst,one of ESA Scientif i c program, is one of t h e most 
cornlcx space venture within the next future, both from 
Lcchnologica] and deep space exploration point of view. 
In Lh<~ l{osctta scenario the Sample Acquisition Phase represents 
the most critical point for the global mission succes s. 
Thi.s mission in fact cannot be considered neith e r a "standard" 
space program nor a "standard" earth sampli n g program. 
The proposed paper illustrates the main results obtained by 
Tcc nospa?.io/Tecnomare in the context of the CNSR-SAS on going 
ac:Liv i ty. 
'l'hP main areas covered are related to : 
* Sample properties characterization 
- comet soil model 
- phisicaJ/chemical properties 
- reference material for testing 
* Concepts identification for 
- coring 
- shovellin g 
- harpoonin g 
- anchor i ng 
* Prefer red concept 
- trade off a mong concepts 
- identification of the preferred configuration 
* Proposed developement activ ity for gaining the 
necessary confidence before finalizing the CNSR 
mission. 
P a r· L i c u 1 a r em ph as i s 
r I (~X j bi. J i ty aspects' of 
intend ed as a means 
c'nhanc<'men t. 
will be given 
Lhe identified 
for the overall 




INTERSTELLAR AND COMETARY DUST 
JohnS . Mathis, Washburn Observatory, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison 
My talk will outline the aspects of interstellar dust which are known from direct 
observations. Then I will discuss several theoretical interpretations which have been advanced, 
highlighting first their similarities and then discussing their differences . I will mention several 
problems which are not understood on the basis of any present theory, and why the 
observations are so puzzling. I will comment on some specific difficult various theories have in 
explaining the observations, and in particular why it does not seem likely to me that interstellar 
dust grains have very important mantles of organic refractory materials or anything else. I will 
then discuss my own ideas about the conditions of interstellar dust throughout its life cycle, 
from birth to incorporation in pre-cometary ices. I will not discuss what kinds of processing 
might occur between the grains being incorporated into an icy matrix and the ices forming a 
comet. 
Dust in primarily observed by its effects on the spectra of background stars, so 
observations at optical and ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths are confmed to the diffuse interstellar 
medium (ISM) or to the outer regions of dense clouds. Within this somewhat limited range of 
environments there are very few lines of sight which show any evidence for icy mantles, but 
there are major variations in the wavelength dependence of the extinction. In the infrared region 
of the spectrum it is possible to observe a few stellar source deeply embedded within molecular 
clouds-- in this case, the dust clearly has accreted thick icy mantles containing a wide variety of 
molecules. 
There are several observed facts about the interstellar extinction law, or the dependence of 
the extinction on wavelength, about which there is little controversy. These include: 
(a) There are not many spectral features in the extinction law for the diffuse ISM, a fact has 
been the downfall of countless suggestions for the materials which might be present in space. 
The features which are present are 9.7 and 18 J.lm broad absorption features which are very well 
matched by the spectra of amorphous silicates. The same features are seen in emission in the 
spectra of oxygen-rich red giant stars. From these facts, it is generally accepted that silicates are 
present as a major constiuent of dust. (b) There are emission bands in the 3- 13 J.lm range and 
associated continuum found in the spectra of a side variety of objects. The wavelengths of the 
bands coincide very well, but not perfectly, with the spectra of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), but other forms of hydrogenated carbon cannot be excluded. (c) There 
is a huge spectral feature at 2175 A which has many puzzling characteristics. It is so large that 
it must be carried by a very abundant element or ion. It coincides with the wavelength at which 
graphite has a strong resonance, but there are difficulties with the graphite identification which 
will be mentioned. (d) The various extinction laws over the entire observed wavelength range, 
0.1 - 5 J.lm, represent a regular progression with just one parameter. This parameter can be 
taken to be some measure of the curvature of the extinction law in either the optical or the UV 
part of the spectrum. 
There are several theories which attempt to explain the observations. I will review those by 
Greenberg, Duley/Williams, Draine/"MRN", and composite grains very briefly. In general, 
they agree that the major constituents of dust are silicates and a form of carl:xm, at least some of 
which also contains hydrogens bonded to it. To produce the observed polarization, the grains 
must be non spherical and capable of being aligned by the rather weak galactic magnetic field, 
even in regions of very high gas density. The theories differ considerably in the arranfiement of 
the carbonaceous materials. Greenberg and Duley/Williams want mantles on silicate cores, 
while the others want bare grains in the diffuse ISM and the outer regions of dense clouds. The 
reasons why mantles do not seem to be important in the diffuse ISM are discussed . All of the 
various theories seem capable of explaining the main features of at least the average extinction 
law and polarization in the diffuse ISM. 
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The weaknesses of each theory, as I see them, are reviewed, and tests are discussed. One 
is the prediction of the polarization and extinction of the infrared silicate band, which is 
sensitive to the immediate environment of the silicates which are present in the grains-- that is, 
whether or not there is a surrounding mantle. Observations indicate that there is not. Another 
test is whether or not a given type of model can explain in a reasonable way the regular 
progression from the average interstellar extinction law in the diffuse ISM to that in the outer 
regions of dense clouds. The grains appear larger in clouds, and yet the extinction per H atom 
is smaller in some well-observed cases. These observations show that grains in these outer 
regions grow by sticking together (coagulation) rather than by accreting mantles. 
A rather speculative scenario of how a given particle of refractory material cycles into and 
out of the diffuse ISM and dense clouds is presented. Part of the process is, indeed, related to 
the mantles which are known to be present deep within clouds. A possible state of the grain 
when it is incorporated into pre-cometary material is described. Whether or not the grain is 
further processed in between the dense-cloud phase and being deposited deep within a cometary 
nucleus is considered too speculative to discuss. 
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The In-situ Cometary Particulate Size Distribution Measured For One Comet: PI Halley; 
J.A.M. McDonnell and G.S. Pankiewicz, 
Unit for Space Sciences, University of Kent at Canterbury, Kent, U.K. 
The close approach of Giotto to comet Halley during its 1986 apparition offered a unique 
opportunity to study the particulate mass distribution to masses of up to one gram. Data acquired by the 
front end channels of the highly sensitive mass spectrometer PIA (1) and the dust shield detector 
system, DIDSY (2), provide definition of the detected distribution as close as lOOOkm to the nucleus. 
Dynamic motion of the particulates after emission leads to a spa tial differentiation affecting 
the size distribution in several forms: 
(i) Ejecta velocity dispersion. Ejection velocities are governed by gas drag from the nucleus surface 
and are sensitive to grain cross-sectional areas. This results in mass distributions changing significantly 
(and independently of (ii) below) far from the nucleus .Velocity dispersion is of particular importance 
in locating nucleus source regions for grains measured simultaneously, but of differing masses. 
( i i) Radiation pressure. After emission from the nucleus, solar radiation pressure provides a force 
which can effectively be considered as a radially reduced heliocentric gravitational field , but size 
dependent. Under the differential effect of radiation pressure combined with (i), spatial segregation 
results. The familiar envelopes (3) may change drastically according to grain optical properties. 
(iii) Varying heliocentric d istance. Earlier approaches to dust modelling excluded the effect of 
changing heliocentric distance over the relatively short times of flight concerned. This does however 
cause the very slowly moving particles(< 100ms-1) to move ahead of the comet orbit (ejection sunward) 
or behind, producing spiralling trajectories (4) rather than simpler parabolae . Envelopes become less 
distinct with decreasing particles terminal velocity, until no such behaviour is observed. 
(iv) Anisotropic nucleus emission. Spatial (active nucleus spots) and temporal (burst) variations 
result in jetting enhancements; together with rotational behaviour of the nucleus, these may provide 
complex time varying changes to mass distributions throughout the coma. 
Examining time profiles of the PIA and DIDSY fluxes over W minu tes around closest approach 
(figure 1), we ask firstly how these effects are observed and secondly how they may be incorporated lo 
yield a size distribution close to the probable refractory particulate distribution in the nucleus: 
Jets and Nucleus Anisotropy. Clear enhancements (jets) above a fountain model distribution arc 
observed to produce flux increases of up to an order of magnitude (DID4 channel 1 at +220s in figure 1 ). 
Displacements in each mass range indicate that velocity dispersion as a result of nuclet•s rotation is 
pres ·nt (5). In containing dus t over a large mass range, each jet has a mixed history: ~ lack of large 
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grains may indicate recent spot switch-on. Since however jets are seen across the mass spectrum, it is 
likely that active regions are long-lived, staying active over the greater part of the nucleus' day. 
Coma Dynamical Processes. Distinct envelopes early and later on during the encounter(- 10Skm away 
from the nucleus) are not clearly seen, indicating velocity spread at a given grain size. No sharp 
terminator either is seen, although an asymmetry at smaller masses is observed with fluxes over sunlit 
regions enhanced by a factor of three. The changing mass distribution is clear, with a 2.7 order of 
magnitude mass difference between PIA channels showing less than 1 order of magnitude in flux. 
Particulate Metamorphosis Within The Coma. Relative to known processes in the coma, most 
phenomena are explicable without the need for substantial changes in particle nature, at least to 
nuclear distances of 1000 km. Data from camera observations (6) suggest that this is not substantially 
different down to the scale of less than the cometary radius, although departures from a 1/R2 spatial 
dependence are often observed. This departure does not imply directly that the source size distribution 
is changing, perhaps more the effects of anisotropy of the emission processes and coma dynamics. 
Fragmentation has been suggested variously by Simpson (7) and yet the data presented here 
docs not call for this being significant in terms of the measured in-situ distribution. The friable nature 
and low density of cometary particulates is well known and it would be rare is these did not fragment. 
A destruction of one large grain could result in some 1010 particles detectable by DIDSY and 101 6 
particles detectable by PIA! This mechanism is not therefore dominant and scarcely affects the 
relationship between in-situ and nucleus particulate distributions. 
Transformation of the in-situ distribution from PIA and DIDSY weighted heavily by the near-
nucleus fluxes leads to the presumed nucleus distribution of figure 2. The data lead to a puzzling 
dis tribution at large masses, not readily explained in an otherwise monotonous power law distribution. 
Although temporal changes in nucleus activity could and do modify the in-situ size distribution, such 
an explanation is not wholly possible, because the same form is observed at differing locations in the 
coma where the time of flight from the nucleus greatly varies. Thus neither a general change in comet 
activity nor spatial variations lead to a satisfactory explanation. The paper will examine possible 
reasons for this and implications arising from the distribution relevant to remote and in-situ sampling 
operations in the vicinity of a cometary nucleus. 
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EVOLUTION OF CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITE P.\RENT BODIES: INSIGHTS INTO 
COMETARY NUCLEI? Harry Y. McSween , Jr., Department of Geological Sc iences , 
University of Tennessee , Knoxville, TN 37996-1410. 
Much of the excitement about obtaining cometary samples accrues fr om 
the conventional view that they will comprise the most primitive mater ia l s 
that we can get our hands on. Although "parent body" alteration of s uch 
samples would not necessarily detract f r om this interest, we should keep i n 
mind the possibility that modification processes may have affected cometary 
nuclei. Inferences about the kinds of modifications that might be 
encountered can be drawn from data on the evolution of car bonaceous 
chondrite parent bodies. The following observations suggest that , of al l 
the classes of chondrites , these meteorites are most app l i cable to the study 
of comets: (a) Carbonaceous chondrites are chemicall y t he most primitive 
meteorites. The elemental abundances of CI chondrites pr ovide the c l oses t 
match with the composition of the solar photosphere; (b) Spectral 
reflectivity surveys of asteroids suggest that carbonaceous chondrite- like 
bodies reside primarily in the outer as t e r oid belt . Their formation 
locations thus lie closer to inferred comet accretion sites [ 1]; (c) 
Petrographic studies of carbonaceous chondr i tes indicate that they formed i n 
volatile-rich environments, and H20 and other volatiles may have been 
incorporated initially as ices [2] ; (d) Some types of chondritic 
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) , which may be solid debris from short 
period comets, are mineralogically similar to carbonaceous chondrites [ 3]. 
Moreover, both of these materials appear to be broadly similar i n 
composition to Comet Halley dust [4] . 
Most carbonaceous chondrites show evidence of parent body heating , 
commonly in the form of aqueous alteration . Although aqueous alteration 
clearly took place at low temperatures [5], heat was necessar y to produce 
water from ice. Decay of short-lived radionuclides like 26Al is one 
plausible heating mechanism for asteroids that could presuma bly a f f ect 
comets as well. External heat sources such as electromagnetic induction by 
a massive solar wind have also been suggested for asteroids , but the 
decrease in effectiveness of this mechan i sm with solar distance renders this 
heat source unlikely for cometary bodies . An addit i onal heat source fo r 
comets could be provided by close passage near the sun , or near pass i ng 
stars in the Oort cloud . 
Melting of ice in carbonaceous chondrite parent bodies resulted in 
profound mineralogical changes . The original (presumed anyhydrous) 
chondrite assemblage has been altered to intimate mixtures of fine-grained 
phyllosilicate minerals like serpentine , smect i te , chlor ite , as wel l as 
poorly crystallized ox ides, hydroxides, and other complex phases [3,6]. It 
is generally believed that chemical changes accompanying aqueous alteration 
were minor, although this conclusion is based pr i marily on s i milar it i es to 
solar elemental abundances which are not precisely measured. The s t rongest 
reported enrichments of the heavy isotopes of 0, N, and C occur i n 
chondrites which have been exposed to aqueous altera1.~ion [ 7] . Ther ma l 
models for ice-bearing planetesimals [8] i ndicate that ice acts as a t hermal 
buffer , accounting for the difference in me tamorphic h i stor y between parent 
bodies for ord i nar y and carbonaceous chondr ites . 
Virtually all c l asses of meteor ites show the effec t s of impact 
processes, and it seems possible that cometary materials may have 
experienced impacts befor e or possibly after accretion. Shock metamorphic 
effects include par tial destruct i on of the crystal structures of many 
miner a ls, recognizable from the i r optical and X-ray diffract i on proper t i es. 
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Uniaxial compaction and deformation of chondrules in a few carbonaceous 
chondrites have also been recognized [9]. Most, if not all, carbonaceous 
chondrites are breccias, containing clasts with variable alteration 
histories. Shock can also cause dehydration of phyllosilicates [10], 
although evidence for this process has not been recognized in carbonaceous 
chondrites. 
Many chondrites have been irradiated by solar wind, solar flare, and 
cosmic ray particles. The penetration depths for these particles vary with 
their energies, but none can penetrate appreciable depths. For this reason, 
most chondrite irradiation occurred in regoliths on parent body surfaces or 
during exposure as small meteoroids in space. A high proportion of 
carbonaceous chondrites contain solar-wind implanted noble gases, as well as 
significant amounts of cosmogenic nuclides and solar flare tracks in mineral 
grains [ 11]. 
How applicable, if at all, are these processes to cornets? If the 
proportion of possible internal heat sources such as 26Al in cometary 
materials are similar to those in chondrites, and if the time scale of cornet 
accretion was fast enough to permit incorporation of "live" radionuclides, 
cornets might have had early thermal histories somewhat like those of 
carbonaceous chondrite parent bodies. We might then predict that cometary 
dust should contain some phyllosilicate minerals and other phases formed by 
aqueous alteration. At least some chondritic IDPs contain phyllosilicates. 
However, similarities between the chemical compositions of anhydrous IDPs 
and Comet Halley dust [4] may suggest that aqueous alteration processes have 
not appreciably affected this cometary nucleus. Impact processes possibly 
affected cometary materials during their initial accretion, and possibly 
during ejection from the outer solar system into the Oort cloud. We should 
be prepared to find that cornets are heterogeneous, consisting of rock 
fractions with different thermal and shock histories. In fact, the comet 
nucleus itself may ultimately be viewed as a megabreccia, comprised of rock 
and ice blocks and clasts. The shielding characteristics of ice are similar 
to that of rock, and along with the unlikelihood of cornet regoliths, this 
might suggest that irradiation of cometary materials is unlikely. However, 
conceptions of cornet surfaces that envision dusty mantles or icy pedestals 
capped by dust certainly offer opportunities for sample irradiation, and 
cosmic ray tracks have been observed in chondritic IDPs. 
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THE COMET RENDEZVOUS ASTEROID FLYBY MISSION: David Morrison, NASA 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, Marcia Neugebauer and Paul Weissma n, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory , Pasadena, CA. 
The ultra-fast flybys of Comet Halley in 1986 by the Vega, Suisei, a nd 
Giotto spacecraft gave us our first close glimpse of a cometary nucleus and 
the first in situ measurements of the complex physical and chemical proces se s 
occurring in the cometary coma and ionosphere. Many of our basic ide as 
regarding comets were confirmed, such as the ex isten ce of an icy conglome r a te 
nucleus, but many new facts and phenomena were also r evealed . For example, 
the nucleus was found to contain a substantial amount of complex organic 
material, and hydrocarbon grains were shown to play an important role in the 
chemical kinetics in the cometary coma. The cometa ry nucleus was shown to b e 
very dark and highly irregular, but relatively little was learned about its 
detailed structure, density, and surface morphology. 
The Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) mission is designed to answer 
the many questions raised by the Halley missions by exploring a cometary 
nucleus in detail, following it around its orbit and studying its changing 
activity as it moves closer to and then away from the Sun. In addition, on 
its way to rendezvous with the comet, CRAF will fly by a large, primitive 
class main belt asteroid and will return valuable data for comparison with 
the comet results . The selected asteroid is 449 Hamburga with a diameter of 
88 km and a surface composition similar to carbonaceous chondrite meteorites, 
and the expected flyby date is January, 1998 . 
The present target for CRAF is short-period comet Kopff which orbits the 
Sun every 6.4 years with a perihelion distance of 1.58 AU. Following launch 
in August, 1995 and an Earth gravity-assist flyby in 1997, the CRAF 
spacecraft will rendezvous, that is it will match orbits, with comet Kopff 
near its aphelion (close to Jupiter's orbit) in August, 2000. During the 
early stages of the rendezvous when the nucleus is inactive, the CRAF 
spacecr aft will make several slow flybys and then be placed in orbit around 
the nucleus at an altitude of 30 to 100 km. From this altitude it will image 
the nucleus surface at a resolution of better than 1 meter/line-pair and 
produce both infrared and thermal maps of the surface. Sampling instruments 
onboard the spacecraft will measure the elemental and molecular composition 
of the outflowing gas and dust particles, and a scanning electron microscope 
will image individual dust grains at a resolution of 0. 04 micrometers. A 
dust impact counter will provide detailed measurements of the dust flux as 
well as an onboard warning of dangerously high dust levels. Fields and 
particles instruments will measure the interaction of the nucleus and its 
tenuous atmosphere with the solar wind. During this phase the spacecraft 
will be placed in a very low orbit for several revolutions to pre cise l y 
de termine the comet's mass (and hence , density) and gravitational harmonics. 
About a year after rendezvous, the spacecraft will fire an instrumented 
penetrator into the Kopff nucleus surface from an altitude of 6 to 10 km . 
The instrument complement on the 1.5-meter long, golf tee-shaped pene trator 
includes: accelerometers to determine the strength of surface mate rials and 
any layering if it ex ists , a gamma - ray spectr ome t e r for elemental composi tion 
measurements, passive and active temperature sensors for measuring thermo -
phys ical properties of the cometary ices, and a diffe rentia l scann ing 
calorime ter and evolved gas analyzer for determining the mole cular 
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composition of the cometary materials. Remote sensing instruments onboard 
the CRAF orbiter will observe the penetrator impact and compositional 
instruments will analyze material blown off the nucleus surface. The 
penetrator will operate on the surface of the Kopff nucleus for about 10 
days . The CRAF spacecraft may carry a second penetrator if sufficient launch 
mass margin exists . 
The CRAF spacecraft will continue to make measurements in orbit around 
the cometary nucleus as they both move closer to the Sun, until the dust and 
gas hazard becomes unsafe. At that point the spacecraft will move in and out 
between 50 and 2, 500 kilometers to study the inner coma and the cometary 
ionosphere, and to collect dust and gas samples for onboard analysis. 
Following perihelion, the spacecraft will make a 50,000 km excursion down the 
comet's tail, further investigating the solar wind interaction with the 
cometary atmosphere. The spacecraft will return to the vicinity of the 
nucleus about four months after perihelion to observe the changes that have 
taken place. If the spacecraft remains healthy and adequate fuel is still 
onboard, an extended mission to follow the comet nucleus out to aphelion is 
anticipated. 
The CRAF mission will be the first to employ the Mariner Mark II 
spacecraft . Mariner Mark II is a new, 3-axis stabilized, Voyager class 
spacecraft for exploring the outer solar system and small bodies. Its 
modular design allows it to be readily adapted for a variety of missions 
while retaining many common spacecraft subsystems and utilizing a common 
multi-mission ground operations system. The propulsion module for the CRAF 
spacecraft is provided by the Federal Republic of Germany which also is 
providing one of the scientific experiments. Current plans are to build a 
Saturn Orbiter/Titan Probe (Cassini) spacecraft at the same as CRAF, with the 
European Space Agency providing the Titan Probe and several of the scientific 
instruments on both the orbiter and the probe. The Cassini mission is 
expected to be launched in April, 1996 and includes a flyby of asteroid 66 
Maja . 
The selected scientific investigations on CRAF include 137 researchers 
from seven countries, with over 25% coming from outside the United States. 
Additional participating scientists will be selected by NASA to enhance the 
scientific expertise for key mission phases as asteroid, comet, and cruise 
science data become available. 
CRAF results are expected to shed new light on the composition of the 
primordial solar nebula, on chemical evolution in the nebula, and on 
accretionary processes at both microscopic and macroscopic scales. These 
measurements will help to constrain current solar nebula models, and will 
provide an important link between astrophysical studies of the interstellar 
medium and star formation, and planetary studies of these most primitive of 
solar system bodies. CRAF will provide a fundamental understanding of 
complex cometary processes, including chemical kinetics in the coma and the 
solar wind interaction, both of which have important astrophysical 
applications. In addition, CRAF is expected to provide important data on the 
role of comets in contributing to the volatile reservoirs on the terrestrial 
planets and on outer solar system satellites, and in possibly bringing pre-
biotic material to the Earth. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF LONG-LIVED COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES IN RETURNED COMET NUCLEUS 
SAMPLES 
K. Nishiizumi, C. P. Kohl, and J. R. Arnold 
Dept. of Chemistry, B-017, Univ . of California, San Diego, La Jolla CA 92093 
Measurements of long lived cosmic ray produced radionuclides have give n 
much information on the histories and rates of surface evolut i o n for 
meteorites, the moon and the earth [e.g. 1]. These nuclides can be e qually 
useful in studying cometary histories and post nebular processing of cometa ry 
surfaces. The concentration of these nuclides depends on the orbi t of the 
comet (cosmic ray intensity changes with distance from the sun), the depth of 
the sampling site in the comet surface, and the rate o f continuous evolution 
of the surface (erosion rate of surface materials). If the orbital 
parameters and the sampling depth are known, production rates of cos mogenic 
nuclides can be fairly accurately calculated by theoretical models [2] 
normalized to measurements on lunar surface materials and meteoritic sample s . 
Due to the continuous evaporation of surface materials, we expect the l ong 
lived radioactivities to be undersaturated. Accurate measurement s of the 
degree of undersaturation in in nuclides of different half-lives allow us t o 
determine the rate of surface material loss over the last few million years . 
Solar cosmic ray (SCR) production in the surface layer can give th e 
most precise information about the rates of evaporation and dust evolut ion in 
the sampled region. While many comets spend very little time within th e 
region of the solar system where SCR effects are significant, a short period 
comet should have a higher measurable component of these nuclides in near-
surface layers. The mission target will of course be a short-period comet . 
We can make detailed estimates when this comet is selected . 
One must pay attention to the nature of the region where the sample s 
are taken. If it is an active region of gas and dust emission, the SCR 
effect will be removed once each orbit near perihelion. If it is an i nact ive 
region, the SCR products can accumulate throughout the comet's li f etime as a 
short-period object . This offers us the opportunity to date the orbital 
perturbation which brought the comet into the present short-period regime . 
The nuclides which we propose to measure are 10Be (half-life= 1.5 My), 
26Al (0.7 My), 3 6cl (0.30 My), 41ca (0.1 My), and 53Mn (3.7 My). All nuclides 
should be measured in silicate separates, i.e. dust particles, and 10Be should 
also be measured in ice and in carbon separately. We have measure d the se 
nuclides (except 41 Ca ) in less than 1 mg of deep sea particles and in lunar 
rocklets using AMS (Accelerator . Mass Spectrometry) and neutron ac t ivation 
( 53Mn) [e.g. 3, 4] . The present detection limit of AMS :i. s on the order of 10 6 
atoms or less. A few to 10 mg of silicate separate would enable us t o 
measure all five nuclides proposed 'with less than 10 % error . These 
measurements could be performed today, using existing technology, except f or 
41ca which is being studied and is expected to be measurable at these l e ve ls 
within a year. A very useful set of samples would consist of a s u rface 
sample (0-a few em depth) and a series of core samples at depths down to 1 m, 
ideally 10 samples at intervals of 10 em . Alternatively a large diame t er 
short core to 20 em depth would enable us to g ive b e tter resolution to 
surface processes . A surface sample of a few mg ice and a few mg carbon is 
needed for the addi t ional 10Be measurements. It is extremely import a nt that 
the depths below cometary surface be known for all samples. 
The depth profile of activity in the top 100 g/cm2 (or mo re ) offers 
an the r interesting possibility : to determine production rates and hence the 
cosmic -ray flux outside the sun's magnetosphere. Becaus e the s un ' s magnetic 
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field removes many l ower-energy galactic cosmic ray (GCR) particles, 
production rates due to GCR irradiation are usually low at the surface and 
i ncreas e with depth. Beyond the magnetosphere the lower energy particles 
would raise the production at the surface and the measured profiles should be 
qualitatively different. The results should be very interesting for cosmic-
ray phys i cs . 
Short half-lived nuclides such as 7Be, 22 Na, 54Mn, and 60co are less 
favorable for this work because of the long transportation time of the sample 
return . The radioactivity produced in the comet would decay appreci ably 
during the transportation and measurable amounts of the nuclides would be 
produced by cosmic ray bombardment in the space probe unless the sample is 
encased in massive shielding. In addition, the high detection limit due to 
direct decay counting of these short lived nuclides requires larger sample 
sizes for the same precision. In-situ measurements of such nuclides should 
be considered. 
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Metamorphism of Cosmic Dust: Processing from Circumstellar 
Outflows to the Cometary Regolith 
Joseph A. Nuth III 
Code 691, Astrochemistry Branch 
Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
Nucleation is a non-equilibrium process: the products of this process 
are seldom the most thermodynamically stable condensates but are instead 
those which form fastest. It should therefore not be surprising that 
grains formed in a circumstellar outflow will undergo some degree of 
metamorphism if they are annealed or are exposed to a chemically active 
reagent. Metamorphism of refractory particles continues in the 
interstellar medium (ISM) where the driving forces are sputtering by 
cosmic ray particles, annealing by high energy photons and grain 
destruction in supernova generated shocks. Studies of the depletion of 
the elements from the gas phase of the interstellar medium tell us that if 
grain destruction occurs with high efficiency in the ISM, then there must 
be some mechanism by which grains can be formed in the ISM. Various 
workers have shown that refractory mantles could form on refractory cores 
by radiation processing of organic ices. A similar process may operate to 
produce refractory inorganic mantles on grain cores which survived the 
supernova shocks. Most grains in a cloud which collapses to form a star 
will be destroyed; many of the surviving grains will be severely 
processed. Grains in the outermost regions of the nebula may survive 
relatively unchanged by thermal processing or hydration. It is these 
grains which we hope to find in comets. However, only those grains 
encased in ice at low temperature can be considered pristine since a 
considera~le degree of hydrous alteration might occur in a cometary 
regolith if the comet enters the inner solar system. 
Some discussion of the physical, chemical and isotopic properties of a 
refractory grain at each stage of its l ife cycle will be attempted based 
on the limited laboratory data available to date. Suggestions will. be 
made concerning the types of experimental data which are needed in order 
to better understand the processing history of cosmic dust. 
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MICROANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF BIOGENIC COMPONENTS OF 
INTERPLANETARY DUST;* Filippo Radicati di Brozolo, G. P. Meeker and Ronald H. 
Fleming, CHARLES EVANS & ASSOCIATES, Redwood City, CA 
The elemental, isotopic, textural, and molecular analysis of 
interplane tary dust particles (IDP) presents a unique opportunity for the 
study of the origin of prebiological organic molecules in the early solar 
system and perhaps even in the interstellar medium. 1 Programs are now under 
way to obtain pristine IDP from low earth orbits and from comet rendez- v ous 
missions . The analysis of these pristine materials will require a new level 
of sophistication in sample handling, preparation and analysis. We report the 
early results of our study in the development of new microanalytical 
characterization techniques for the study of biogenic components in pristine 
interplanetary dust. 
We have developed a procedure to embed small particles in a non-organic 
medium for the preparation of microtome cross sections. The particles are 
gold coated, embedded in indium and heated to form an indium-gold alloy. 
Cross s e ctions of a small Murchison meteorite matrix particle have been 
obtained which show the particle to be totally surrounded by Auin2 • This 
technique was developed using class 100 clean room conditions and can be 
applied without modification to IDP. 
A secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) study of IDP has also been 
successful. We have developed the ability to produce quantitative isotope 
ratio images of cross sections of IDP. We have demonstrated the technique by 
measuring inhomogeneous deuterium excesses in IDP with a lateral resolution of 
-2 JLm. The deuterium anomalies detected with this technique provide clear 
evidence for the extraterrestrial origin of the IDP particles analyzed. 2 The 
particles are preserved for further study by other analytical techniques such 
as TEM and laser ion mass spectrometry. 
We have performed a systematic study of laser desorption and ionization 
for the analysis of selected model organic species and fragments of the 
Murchison meteorite using both single and double laser configurations of the 
Cambridge Mass Spectrometry LIMA 2A instrument . We have identified 
appropriate instrumental conditions (including several substrate materials) 
for the laser desorption/ionization analysis of organic species in 
extraterrestrial materials. 
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WHAT IF CHONDRITIC POROUS INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES AR E NOT 
THE REAL McCOY? 
Frans J. M. Rietmeijer, Department of Geology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerqu e 
NM 87131, USA. 
To select a target comet for a Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission [CNSRM] it is necessary 
to have an experimental data base to evaluate the extent of diversity and similarity of comets. 
For example, the physical properties (e.g., low density) of chondritic porous [CP] interplanetary 
dust particles [lOPs] are believed to resemble these properties of cometary dust1 although it is yet 
to be demonstrated that the porous structure of CP lOPs is inherent to presolar dust particles 
stored in comet nuclei. Porous structures of lOPs could conceivably form during sublimation at 
the surface of active comet nuclei2• Porous structures are also obtained during annealing of 
amorphous Mg-SiO smokes which initially forms porous aggregates of olivine + platey tridymite 
and which, upon continued annealing, react to fluffy enstatite aggregates3. It is therefore 
uncertain that CP lOPs are entirely composed of unmetamorphosed presolar dust. Conceivably, 
new minerals and textures may form in situ in nuclei of active comets as a function of their 
individual thermal history. 
CP lOPs include loosely packed aggregates (<50 J.&m in size) of many thousands of grains, 
usually <0.1J.&rn in size, of variable chemistry and structural state4 and fluffy aggregates of 
granular units (1-2 J.&m in size) forming a matrix for platey and euhedral single crystals. The 
chondritic nonporous, granular \fnits consist of ultrafine-grained (0.002 - 0.1 J.&m in size) platey 
Mg-rich silicates, sulfides and oxides in carbonaceous materia15•6. A broad classification scheme 
includes (I) olivine- and pyroxene-rich (= anhydrous) IDPs and (2) layer silicate (= hydrated) 
lOPs, layer silicates occur in several anhydrous CP IDPs4•5• The mineralogy, texture and volatile 
element enrichments of chondritic lOPs differ distinctly from carbonaceous chondrite matrix and 
suggest that lOPs are Solar System materials derived from a heliocentric distance >-1.8 A U4•7 . 
The Mg/[Mg+Fe] distributions in anhydrous IDPs5•6 are similar to this distribution in Comet 
Halley dust8 and while a link between CP lOPs and comet dust is still tenuous, I will assume that 
anhydrous CP lOPs are samples of cometary origin. 
Traditionally, petrologists have regarded comet nuclei as static environments that preserve 
unmetamorphosed presolar dust for -4,550 My. By inference, physical models for active comet 
nuclei must also constrain environments that will be conducive to mineralogical activity . . \ recent 
nucleus model9 postulates three different dust environments: (1) porous refractory boulders 
cemented in (2) an ice-dust matrix and (3) a low-albedo dust mantle. The thermal history of a 
nucleus includes {1) internal heating (e.g. decay of Al26), (2) surface heating at perihelion and (3) 
transient events such as devitrification of amorphous water ice and thermally activated release of 
stored chemical energy10• Mineralogical activity in ice-dust mixtures requires a thermal regime 
in excess of -200K for hydrocryogenic alterations to occur in interfacial water layers at dust-ice 
interfaces11•12. The high (-330K) average surface temperature of Comet Halley's nucleus during 
perihelion probably supports a thermal gradient for a sufficiently long period (-I 00 days) to 
allow in situ hydrocryogenic alterations to occur. Depending on the physical properties, similar 
conditions may exist in nuclei of other short-period comets during perihelion passage. For this 
discussion, I concentrate on perihelion heating as similar conditions may occur during trans-
Earth flight (typically -1250 days) in improperly curated comet nucleus samples. 
COMET DUST ANALOGS. Mineralogical and stuctural analyses of granular units in CP lOPs 
show that (1) grains < -0.03J.&m in size form (sub-) rounded grains, (2) larger grains form thin, 
sub- to euhedral platey crystals and (3) the platey crystals are regularly embedded in carbon-
aceous material13• These observations have been interpreted as due to annealing of amorphous 
chondritic precursor materia16 and I conclude that unmetamorphosed dust in comets has (1) a 
chondritic composition and (2) is structurally amorphous6• A revised norm calculation14 of CP 
IDPs15 shows a nepheline-normative mineralogy including forsterite, feldspar [Na/(Na+Ca) = 
0.91 ], FeS and chromite. Thermal annealing, or devitrification
6 
of amorphous precursor dust 
produces ultrafine-grained (modal size = 0.015 J.&m) minerals . The ultrafine grain size of 
minerals formed in this manner in CP lOPs will be most susceptible to aqueous alterations16•17. 
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DEVITRIFICATION, or uncontrolled crystallisation, of amorphous material can produce a 
crystalline product with a wide range of chemical compositions, mineralogy and texture. In 
general, devitrification produces the kinetically most favourable crystalline phases rather than 
those involving the greatest reduction in free energy which implies the formation of solids that 
are structurally or chemically similar to the amorphous precursor. Factors influencing devitrifi-
cation are cooling rates, presence of nucleants (e.g. transition metal ions), precursor viscosity, 
density of nuclei, chemical concentrations, diffusion rates, orientation and distribution of 
growing crystals, presence of gases or aqueous solution18•19. Devitrification involves three stages 
(1) an induction period during which phase separation may occur, (2) (initial) rapid growth and 
(3) slow growth and coarsening20• In the induction period, amorphous phase decomposition or 
crystallisation occurs via either homo- or heterogeneous nucleation at the surface of, or within, 
the amorphous phase18• The relative amount of phases crystallised are controlled to a large extent 
by the orifinal precursor composition and the stoichiometry of the phases crystallising from the 
precursor1 although a non-stoichiometric phase may initially crystallise as a function of 
precursor composition and its previous history21• 
HYDRATION RATES. Experimental data show that hydration rates for silicates increase as a 
function of (decreasing) grain size16•17 is used to evaluate hydration rates for ultrafine grained 
minerals in granular units of CP lOPs. At this point, I can only extrapolate the data to include 
nanometer size grains but the results dramatically show the vulnerability of ultrafine-grained 
silicates to aqueous alterations. For example, at 0.5 kbar and 293K serpentinisation of forsterite 
decreases from 0.27My (grains 50mm in diameter) to 540 years for grains 0.1 mm in diameter17. 
Extrapolation of this data to grains 0.0 I 5J,lm in diameter shows a reduced reaction time of 18 
days while a reaction time of -1 month is found by tentative extrapolation to 200K for these 
ultrafine grains. Hydration reactions involve lattice and grain boundary diffusion and it is 
therefore necessary to evaluate diffusion at hydrocryogenic temperatures. The compensation law 
is used to evaluate the effective lower limit for diffusion in silicates and glasses as a function of 
grain size22. I calculate that diffusion processes with activation energy les than -85.0 kJ.mole- 1 
will cease to operate at 200K in grains 0.015J.'m, in diameter. Examples of activation energies 
that meet this criterion include diffusion of Na, K, H, D and He in silicate glasses23•24• 
CONCLUSIONS. Unmetamorphosed comet dust is probably structurally amorphous. Thermal 
annealing of this dust can produce ultra fine-grained minerals and this ultrafine grain size of CP 
IDPs should be considered in our assessments of aqueous alterations that could affect presolar 
dust in comet nuclei between 200 and 400K. Devitrification and hydration may occur in situ in 
ice-dust mixtures and the mantle of active comet nuclei. Devitrification, or uncontrolled crystal-
lisation, of amorphous precursor dust can produce a range of chemical compositions of ultrafine-
grained minerals and (non-equilibrium) mineral assemblages and textures in dust contained in 
comet nuclei as a function of period and trajectory of orbit and number of perihelion passages 
(not considering internal heating). Thus, experimental data on relevant processes and reaction 
rates between 200 and 400K are needed in order to evaluate comet selection, penetration depth 
for sampling device and curation of samples for CNSRM. 
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HANDLING AND ANALYSJJ OF ICES ~~ CRYOSTAT~)ANDGLOVE BO~JS IN VIEW O~)COMETARY 
SAMPLES K. Roessler , G. ~~ch , M. Herl 2), H. Kochan , A. Oehler , A. Patnaik1J, W. Schlosser 1, R. Schulz J ; 1) Institut fur Chemie 1 
(Nuklearchemie) der Kernforschungsanlage, D-5170 Julich 2) Institut fur 
Raumsimulation der DFVLR, D-5000 Koln 90 3) Institut fur Optoelektronik der 
DFVLR, D-8031 Oberpfaffenhofen 4) Astronomisches Institut der Ruhruniversitat, 
D-4630 Bochum 
Comet nucleus sample return mission and other return missions from planets and 
satellites need equipment for handling and analysis of icy samples at low 
temperatures under vacuum or protective gas. Two methods are reported here which 
were developed for analysis of small icy samples and which are modified at 
eresent for the larger samples in cometary matter simulation experiments (KOSI) 
L1,2]. They provide a base for the handling of return samples. 
A conventional optical cryostat system was modified to allow for transport of 
samples at 5 K, ion beam irradiation, and measurement in an off-line opt ica l 
spectrophotometer [3]. The new version consists of a removable window plug 
containing nozzles for condensation of water and volatiles onto a cold f inger 
[4]. This plug can be removed in a vacuum system, changed against another plug 
(e.g. with other windows (IR, VIS, VUV) or other nozzles). While open, the 
samples can be treated under vacuum and cooling by manipulators (cut, revova l , 
sample taking, irradiation with light, photons, or ions). After bringing the 
plug back, the samples can be moved to another site of analysis. 
For handling the 30 em diameter mineral-ice samples from the KOSI experiments an 
80x80x80 em glove box made out of plexiglass was used. The samples were kept in 
a liquid nitrogen bath, which was filled from the outside. A stream a dry N2 and the evaporating gas from the bath purified the glove box from impurity gases 
and, in particular, H2o, which otherwise would condense onto the samples. The gas room around the sample had finally a temperature between -50°C and -70°C, 
which excluded any thermal effect of ev. warm gas on the surface of the 3ample. 
Likewise the tools, e.g. for sample taking, were stored in the glove box and 
cooled to a reasonable working temperature (-50°C). Handling of the sample was 
done with thick insolated gloves or manipulators. The size of the glove box and 
with it the temperature gradient were sufficient to impede conden-sati on on t he 
outer wa 11 s. 
Besides optical inspection, sample taking, drilling of boreho les, measurement of 
mechan ical properties (Newtonmeter from ESA-ESTEC, G. Schwehm), in part icu1ar , 
optical spectroscopy with a field spectrometer was performed under several 
ang les in order to determine the albedo and the surface composition (A . Oehler) . 
Other methods of spectroscopical analysis can easily performed inside or 0'.1ts~ ·::: 
(optical beam). Another arrangement was used to the determine the composition of 
mixed ices (minerals-H20-C02-etc.). The ices were filled inside the glove box into small tight teflon containers with valves. Upon slow heating the vo latile 
gases evolved were caught in cylinders. Gas samples were taken and analyzed by 
gaschromatography. 
[1] E. Grun, H. Kochan, K. Roessler, and D. Steffler, ESA/SP/278, 501-508 (1986, 
[2] H. Kochan, J. Benckhoff, A. Bischoff et al., Proc. 19th (1987) Lunar and 
Planet Sci Conf., in press (1988) 
[3] L. Pross, J. Hemmerich, and K. Roessler. Rev. Sci. Instr. 47, 353-355 (1976 ) 
[4] E. Armborst and K. Roessler, Report Jul-2089 (1986) 84 p. 
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Fig. 2 Gaschromatography for compo-
sitional analysis of H20-eo2-etc. ices 
Fig. 3 Glove box with sample in 
liquid nitrogen dewar tind optical 
pathways for refl exion spectroscopy 
(albedo) 
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TRAJECTORY-CAPTURE CELL INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT 
OF DUST PARTICLE MASS, VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY, AND PARTICLE 
CAPTURE"' :J.A. Simpson and A.J. Tuzzolino, Laboratory for Astrophysics and Space Research, 
Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637 
Our earlier development of the PVDF dust detector (1) for space missions--such as the Halley Comet 
Missions where the impact velocity was very high (2) as well as for missions where the impact velocity is 
low (3)--have been extended to include: 
a) the capability for impact position determination- i.e., x,y coordinate of impact, as illustrated in FIG. 
la (3) and; 
b) the capability for particle velocity determination using two thin PVDF sensors spaced a given 
distance apart- i.e., by time-of-flight (4,5). 
Our recent dust accelerator calibrations have shown that for two thin [6Jlm thick] PVDF sensors in 
such an arrangement, particle fragmentation effects are not severe for particles having diameter> - 1 (}Jlm 
and velocities in the range- 2-12 km/s. Thus, following particle penetration of two thin PVDF sehsots, 
sufficient mass [in the form of one or a few fragments] is available for capture by a suitable capture cell 
device for analysis (4;5). These developments have led to space flight instrumentation for recovery-type 
missions illustrated in FIG. lb and c, which will measure the masses [sizes], fluxes and trajectories of 
incoming dust particles and will capture the dust material in a form suitable for later Earth-based laboratory 
measurements. These laboratory measurements would determine the elemental, isotopic and mineralogical 
propertJes of the captured dust and relate these to possible sources of the dust material [i.e., comets, 
asteroids], using the trajectory information. For each incident particle, the insttumentation will: 
a) measure signal sizes from the upper and lower plane sensors penetrated; 
b) detertnine which sensors are penetrated; 
c) measure time-of-flight for the penetrated sensors, and; 
d) determine the capture cell containing particle residue. 
If each sensor is an x,y sensor, particle trajectory is determined with an angular accuracy of- 1°. If each 
sensor is non-position sensing, trajectories are measured with a mean accuracy of - 5°. The 
instrumentation described here has the unique advantages of providing both orbital characteristics and 
physical and chemical properties--as well as possible origin--of incoming dust. 
(1) Simpson, J.A. and Tuzzolino, A.J. (1985) Nucl. Instr. & Meth., A2.1Q, p. 187. 
(2) Perkins, M.A., Simpson, J.A. and Tuzzolino, A.J. (1985) Nucl. Instr. & Meth., A2..32_, p. 310. 
(3) Simpson, J.A. (An invited paper presented at the Workshop on the Multi-comet Missions, NASA/Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Sept. 17, 1986), EFI Preprint No. 86-81. 
(4) Simpson, J.A. and Tuzzolino, AJ ., to be submitted for publication, EFI Prcprint No. 87-106. 
(5) Simpson, J.A. and Tuzzolino, AJ., to be submitted for publication, EFI Preprint No. 88-69. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Two-dimensional position sensing PVDF detector (x,y detector). Upon dust particle impact, 
P, Q, R signals are generated. The x coordinate of impact is determined from the ratio P/[Q+R] 
and they coordinate from the ratio Q/[Q+R]. (b) Trajectory-capture cell MODULE. The four Dl 
and four D2 PVDF detectors are either x,y detectors, or may be non-position-sensing. The 
capture cells have a depth - 1 em. (c) Basic instrument consisting of 25 identical MODULES. 
Traectories are determined for angles of incidence up to -78°. The geometry factor for trajectory 
measurement is 0.37 m2 ster. 
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THERMAL HISTORIES OF THE SAMPLES OF TWO KOSI COMET NUCLB-
US SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS; T. Spohn1 , J. Benkhoffl , J. Klinger2•4 , E. Griin3 , ancl 
H. Kochan2 ; 1) Institut fiir Planetologie, Westfalische Wilhelms- Universitat, 4400 Mun ster ?) 
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., 5000 Koln 90 3) Max 
Planck Institut fiir Kern physik, 6900 Heidelberg 4) Laboratoire de Glaciologie et de Geophysique 
del' Environnement, St. Martin d' Heres (France) 
Temperatures recorded during two KOSI comet nucleus simulation experiments strongly 
suggest that heat transport by vapor flow into the interior of the sample is very important. 
Two comet nucleus simulation experiments have been done by the KOSI team in a big space 
simulator at the Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) 
in Koln/Porz. Detailed reports on the experiments have been given by Griin et al.( 1) and by 
Kochan et al.(2,3) Here, we will report on the thermal evolution of the sample during insolation 
and we will discuss the results of simplified thermal evolution calculations. 
The space simulator used at DFVLR/Koln is basically a vacuumized cylinder of 4.8m length 
and 2.4m diameter. The interior is cooled by liquid nitrogen and the interior pressure is kept 
constant at 10-4 Pa. The two samples were 30cm in diameter and 12 and 15cm, respectively, in 
thickness. The first experiment, henceforth referred to as KOSI-1, was done in the spring of 1987 
and the second, KOSI-2, was done in the spring of 1988. The dust to water ratio was 1/10 for 
both experiments and the dust component was a mixture of clay minerals, with 0.083% by weight 
carbon added for KOSI-2. The admixture of carbon resulted in an albedo of 0.06. The samples 
consisted of frozen droplets of mostly sub millimeter size; the density was about 600kg / m 3 and 
the porosity was estimated to be 0.4. The samples were insolated by Xenon lamps for 2 hours at 
714W/m2 followed by 10 hours at 1000W/m2 during KOSI-1 and for 16.5 hours at l360W/m2 
during KOSI-2. During both experiments, the bottom of the sample was cooled by liquid nitrogen 
to enforce a constant temperature of about lOOK. Following the period of insolation at a cc>Tlstant 
rate during KOSI-2, there was a second period of insolation at a varying rate which, however, 
is not of interest for the present purpose. A layer of about 3cm thickness sublimated during 
KOSI-1 while mass spectrometry suggested a total mass loss of about 400g during KOSI-2. Near 
surface layers of 5cm and 4cm thickness of metamorphosed or annealed ice were observed while 
the samples were analized after the experiments. The texture of the metamorphosed ice differed 
considerably from that of the original sample. The metamorphosed ice was mechanically hard but 
still porous while the original sample was a loose agglomerate of spherules. 
The temperature recordings of KOSI-2 are shown as an example in fig. 1. The most striking 
feature of the temperature profiles is their convex shape attained after 5 to 10 hours into the 
experiment. The initial temperature profile increased from lOOK at the backplate to about 140]( 
at the surface. After about five hours in both experiments the thermocouple next to the surface 
was at a temperature of about 200](, close to the sublimation temperature of 205]( at the chamber 
pressure. A close to equilibrium temperature profile was reached after about 9 hours for KOSI -1 
and 15 hours for KOSI-2. Following this time, only small increases in temperature were recorded . 
The observed thermal histories cannot be explained by a simple model with heat transferr t:d by 
heat conduction at a constant conductivity. In order to explain the observed thermal histories 
we considered a coupled heat and mass transfer problem. The porous ice matrix was ?."sstm Prl t.o 
ha~(! a constant thermal conductivity and to be in thermal equilibrium with vapor in the pores, 
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Fig. 1. Temperature profiles recorded during the KOSI-2 experiment (fat lines) and cal-
culated from a simple thermal model (broken lines) at various times after the start of 
insolation. The location of the thermocouples is indicated by arrows. 
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the internal pressure beeing the vapor pressure. The vapor was modelled as an ideal gas because, 
at the temperatures relevant to our problem, the mean free path length of the vapor molecules 
is large in comparison with the pore dimensions. The heat capacity at constant volume per unit 
mass of the two phase mixture was also assumed constant. The vapor was allowed to flow and 
transfer heat in response to an internal pressure gradient. 
In fig. 1 we show the results of a simplified model calculation for which we have a priori assumed 
the shape of the vapor velocity profile. We have fitted the calculated temperature profiles to 
the measured profiles by adjusting a suitably defined Peclet number, a dimensionless insolat ion 
parameter, and a Stefan number. We found that about 60% of the insolation rate is transferred 
into the interior of the sample via the vapor. In addition, we found an apparent thermal diffusivity 
of the ice matrix of (2 ± 1 x I0-8 m2s-1). 
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ANALYSIS OF PARTICULATES OF COMET NUCLEUS SAMPLES; POSSIBLE USE OF 
OLIVINE AS INDICATOR PHASE. I. M. Steele, Dept. of Geophysical Sciences, University of 
Chicago, 5734 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60637. 
The electron microprobe is a proven instrument for particulate analysis and 
modifications are possible for in situ analysis of particulates in ice at temperatures near that 
of liquid nitrogen. Present sample requirements allow for polished samples with 0.25 x 0.25 
dimensions to be maintained in the sample chamber of a modern electron probe (CAMECA 
SX-50) at a temperature of -150°C; larger samples are possible but at higher temperatures 
as determined by thermal conductivity. The major problem is transport and insertion of 
samples into the instrument through vacuum interlocks. The manufacturer of the above 
microprobe has designed on paper an exchange mechanism to allow storage and transport of 
samples previously prepared for their sample holder which attaches to their instrument 
allowing extraction and insertion of samples while maintaining -150°C temperature. An 
important test will be the capability of preparing polished surfaces of an ice-particulate 
sample without loss of particles and at low temperatures. While thin sections of water ice are 
routine, these are not examined for particulate material and are prepared at temperatures 
easily obtained in room-size volumes. Anticipated problems include rounding of small grains 
in the relatively soft ice matrix and the technical problem of dry polishing. 
Less constraining is the analysis of particles recovered from ice; those larger than 
about 1 0 microns can be handled individually or as a group permitting preparation of polished 
grain mounts. Below this size, analysis techniques for unpolished samples must be used. In 
general the larger the grain, the greater the current and kV of the primary electron beam 
permitting detection of minor and trace elements. Typical examples of grain size, analysis 
conditions and expected results can be obtained from extensive analysis of forsterite grains in 
meteorites and other extraterrestrial samples including deep sea and stratospheric particles 
and Greenland lake sediment: 
1 ) Polished large grains (>20 microns): 25 kV, 100nA; Mg, AI, Si, P, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, 
Fe, Ni; detection limits 30-70ppm. 
2) Polished small grains (1 0-20 microns): 15 kV, 25nA; Mg, AI, Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni; 
detection limits 1 00-200ppm. 
3) Unpolished grains (<1 0 microns): 15 kV, 25 nA; Mg, Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni; detection 
limits >150ppm with errors greatest for light elements with high absorption. 
The above generalized analytical limits can be extended in many cases by parallel use of the 
x-ray microprobe utilizing synchrotron radiation. 
The above data for olivine are based on extensive analyses in all types of olivine-bearing 
extraterrestrial material (1 ,2). Because this phase is possibly the most common phase, 
shows relatively simple crystallography, and is the most widespread high-temperature phase, 
its use for comparison among the different sample types has proved fruitful. For example, the 
levels and trends of minor elements allows the recognition based on single grain analyses of 
olivine in the following meteorite groups: 1) C3-UOC (unequilibrated ordinary chondrites); 
2) C2; 3) C3. Manganese, for example, appears to show a systematically higher level in 
olivines from the C1 meteorites and the Cr-Fe variation is clearly different for C2 and 
C3-UOC olivines. Although extensive analyses have not been made, the surviving olivines in 
the deep sea particles are chemically similar to C2 olivines (3); data are too few to derive 
analogous relations for stratospheric particles and Greenland lake sediment but the samples 
are available. 
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Assuming that olivine is a constituent of cometary particulate material (4,5), its 
chemical relations to the known olivine-meteorite associations would be a powerful constraint 
for relating the earliest phases within all these materials. 
Acknowledgements: Financial support was derived from NASA NAG 9-47 (J.V. Smith) and 
instrumental support through NSF EAR-8415791 and NSF EAR-8608299. 
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THE NATURE OF COMETARY MATERIALS, James Stephens, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, CA 
Because cometary surfaces are likely to be far colder and of a different composition than other 
planetary surfaces with which we have experience, there are some new considerations that must be 
examined in regards to placing instrumented packages or sample return devices on their surfaces. The 
qualitative analysis of the problem of attaching hardware to a comet and not being ejected back into 
space can be divided into two parts. 
The first problem is to pierce the mantle and obtain access to the icy core. Drilling through the 
mantle requires that the drilling forces be reacted. Reacting such forces probably requires attachment 
to the icy core below. Therefore, some kinetic impact piercing device is likely to be required as the first 
act of attachment. This piercing device may ricochet off of the mantle if it cannot be directed 
approximately perpendicular to the impact surface. The local surface may be closer to vertical than to 
horizontal because solar heat focusing, fluid dynamic channeling and electrostatic filament forming 
forces will likely prevail over the low comet gravity to form very grotesque surface topography. 
Furthermore, if the mantle that covers the icy core has mineral particles that are bonded together by 
a tar-like substance and if the surface tension forces of this "tar" prevail then the mantle may shrivel 
to form an "asphalt" like , brittle, high density, high strength material. In addition, new cometary 
mantles may be formed from the thermally stress-fractured remnants of earlier mantles. 
The second problem for a piercing device to overcome is the force produced by the impact kinetic 
energy that tries to eject the piercing device back into space. The mantle and icy core can absorb some of 
the impact kinetic energy in the form of fracture formation and friction energy. The energy that is not 
absorbed in these two ways is stored by the core as elastic deformation of the mantle and icy core. This 
elastic deformation energy is returned to the piercing device and the fragmented mantle and core 
material that surrounds it after the piercing device comes to zero velocity. The elastic deformation 
rebound force is assisted by the pressure force of the gas that is formed by the previously mentioned 
fracture formation and friction energy. Much of the fracture formation and friction energy is converted 
into heat that is ultimately converted into gas because the icy core is in thermodynamic equilibrium 
with its under-mantle environment. An additional source of gas is supplied by the new equilibrium 
that the core must achieve when the conductance through the mantle is increased by the additional 
venting of the mantle by the piercing device. 
The drill or penetrator must develop hold-down forces that can overcome the elastic deformation 
rebound force and the pressure force of the gas. Hold-down forces that depend upon friction between 
the piercing device and the icy core may be insignificant because a gas bearing may form at the contact 
between the piercing device and the icy core. Hold-down forces that depend upon cohesion between the 
piercing device and the icy core are likely to be insignificant because there are no liquids that arc 
likely to form at the interface and bond the piercing device to the core. Even if the icy core can rebound 
and clamp the piercing device in the crater, the friction forces and the cohesive forces remain small. 
Hold-down forces that depend upon fixed or deployed barbs are insignificant because they will shatter 
the core material during entry as does the piercing device and it is unlikely that the material that 
they engage will still be attached to the core. Even if anchoring devices could be deployed 
horizontally below the surface of the unfractured icy core, the hold-down force might be as little as 
the gravity force of the pieces of the core that may be fractured by the deployment forces of the barbs. 
Subsurface wedging forces may be very large in low porosity and brittle substances and the r<'sul ting 
cracks may extend to the surface. 
It is concluded that because the cometary materials are almost certainly brittle and the icy core is 
likely to be self lubricating, the elastic rebound and gas pressure expulsion forces must be counteracted 
by forces greater than those that may be provided by a piercing device or its capture devices (barbs). 
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MEil-IODS FOR TI-lE MINERALOGICAL AND TEXTURAL ANALYSIS OF COMEr NUCLEUS SAMPLES; D. Stoffler, 
H. Duren and J . Knt>lker, Institut fUr Planetologie, UniversiUit Munster, D-4400 Munster, Gem1any. 
This abstract attempts to review the objectives and instrumental requirements of a petrographic analysis of porous comet nucleus 
material. It is organized in four main sections which will deal with (I) the objectives of the petrographic analysis of cometary material, 
(II) the assumptions about its composition and texture, (III) the available techniques for the microscopic analysis of comet analogue 
material, and (IV) new techniques required for the petrographic investigation of natural and artificial comet nucleus samples. 
I. Objectives of the petrographic analysis of returned comet nucleus material 
In the context of the Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission ROSETTA (1) the petrographic laboratory analysis of returned samples 
under the conditions of the parent comet nucleus is fundamental for any further chemical, isotopic, and physical analysis of the bulk 
sample and its constituent phases. It is also a prerequisite for the intelligent allocation of sample aliquots to specialized investigators 
in sophisticated terrestrial laboratories. The petrographic analysis of cometary material must be capable of characterizing various 
properties of the bulk samples quantitatively. It must also provide ways of identifying the constituent phases and composite textural 
subunits of the sample. For the bulk sample one needs to know (1) the type and abundance of the constituents (inorganic minerals, ices 
and clathrates, carbonaceous material, and aggregations of these considered as textural subunits) and (2) the textural properties such as 
the grain size distribution, morphology and intergrowth characteristics of the constituents; anisotropy of distribution and orientation of 
the constituents; porosity. The constituent phases must be characterized by their chemical composition and structural state. 
II. Assumptions about the composition and texture of comet nucleus samples 
The application and development of instrumental techniques which will meet the objectives defined above, requires a model of the 
composition and texture of comet nucleus material. Information which is relevant for such a model, can be obtained from direct obser-
vations of comets and interstellar dust, from the study of primitive solar system material (e.g. cosmic dust and primitive meteorites), 
from the theory of grain formation in solar and stellar nebulae and from accretion and evolution models of comets (2, 3, 4). Our best 
estimate of the expected main constituents of a comet nucleus are the following: (a) ice crystals including clathrates (H20, C02, CO, 
CH4, NH3 etc.), (b) inorganic minerals such as silicates (olivine, pyroxene, sheet silicates), oxides, sulfides, carbides, metal and others, 
(c) carbonaceous matter ranging from amorphous and crystalline carbon to hydrocarbons of variable composition and degree of polymeri-
sation, (d) "rock-like" aggregates of inorganic minerals and carbonaceous matter, (e) aggregates of ices and all types of refractory 
constituents (b), (c), (d) and (e). 
One can expect a variety of textural characteristics of the samples. These include coating of inorganic phases by carbonaceous 
material, porous to fluffy aggregation of ices and refractories, small grain size of the individual crystals ( < 10 ]Jm, with most grains 
< 1 ]..lm), large variation of the size of aggregates (possibly from]Jm to dm or m), and preferred orientation and anisotropic 
distribution of the constituents (layering, accretion textures etc.). 
lll. Presently available techniques for the microscopic analysis of porous ice-mineral mixtures 
Methods for the microscopic analysis of weakly coherent snow and solid ice in polished sections and thin sections have been developed 
by workers in the snow, ice, and avalanche research areas since the late 1930's (e.g. (5), (6) and papers in (7)). The basic principle of 
the prepardtion of polished sections and thin sections is to impregnate the porous snow sample with an organic liquid having a freezing 
point below the freezing point of H 20 and to crystallize this liquid at lower temperatures. This allows the sample to be cut and thin 
sections to be produced by a microtome technique. A stereometric analysis can then be made by an automated image analysis of micro-
graphs obtained by any type of microscope in reflected or transmitted light (7). 
This method yields the complete set of modal and textural data discussed in section II. The most advanced information about the three-
dimensional stmcture of the sample results from the stereometric analysis of serial cuts (7) which are taken at increasing depths of the 
sample (with a constant spacing of some tens of ]..1m or less). 
The microtome technique applied by snow researchers can be used for comet nucleus analogue materials only if the enclosed refractory 
minerals have a Mobs hardness similar to that of ice ( ~ 1.5- 2), e.g. for mixtures of ice or snow and sheet silicates. We have made first 
successful tests to prepare thin sections of ice-olivine and snow-olivine-smectite-carbon mixtures with a special microtome equipped by a 
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the curation and petrographic characterization of comet nucleus samples 
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The preparation of thin sections and polished sections of synthetic cometary material has been perfonned so far in a low temperature 
laboratory with two rooms kept at different temperatures(~ 268 K and ~258 K). The sections can be studied either with microscop!!s used 
inside the cold laboratory at temperatures as low as~235 K or with microscopes equipped with cryostat cells which easily allow 
temperatures as low as~80 K (liquid nitrogen). However, a preparation method for microscopic sections at comet nucleus temperatures >$ 
not yet available. 
IV. Required new techniques for the petrographic analysis of natural and artificial comet nucleus samples 
The petrographic characterization of returned comet nucleus samples will be an integral part of a curatorial facility required for 
handling, preliminary examination, and distribution of such samples to specialized investigators. A possible curatorial system is 
visualized in a simplified and schematic flow diagram (Fig. 1) which may illustrate the needs for specific techniques. Some major 
instrumental developments for the petrographic analysis are tentatively summarized as follows: (a) Handling of samples under cometary 
conditions (vacuum; 100 - 200 K temperature range; clean chemical conditions; preservation of texture) by a system a ctyostut locks and 
cabinets with remote manipulators, (b) preparation techniques for consolidating, cutting, thin sectioning and polishing comet nucleus 
samples at temperatures<230 K, (c) techniques for the non-destructive textural and modal characterization ("tomographic" methods), (d) 
techniques for the remotely operated separation of the constituents of a bulk cometary sample. 
REFERENCES: (1) ROSEITA, The comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission, Report of the Joint ESNNASA Science Definition Team 
Space Science Department of ESA, ESI'EC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, SCI (87) 3, 1987. (2) Wilkening L.L. (ed.) (1983) Comets, 
The University of Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona. (3) Grewing M., Praderie F., and Reinhard R ( eds.) (1988) Exploration of 
Halley's Comet, Spinger Verlag, Berlin. (4) The Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission, Proceed. ESA Workshop, Canterbury, U.K, 
15-17 July 1986, ESA SP-249, ESI'EC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 1986. (5) Bader H., Haefeli R, Bucher, E., Neher J., Eckel 
0., Thams C., and Niggli P. (1939) Der Schnee und seine Metamorphose (Snow and its Metamorphism), Trans!. 14, US Snow, Ice, 
Pennafrost Res. Establ. Wilmette, II. (7) Avalanche Fonnations, Movement and Effects (1987) Proceed. Davos Symposium 1986, 
IAHS Pub!. No. 162, 1987. (6) Good W. (1982) Z. Gletscherk. Glazialgeol. 18, p. 53-64. 
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE TRACE ELEMENT MICROANALYSIS OF AS-
RECEIVED COMETARY NUCLEUS SAMPLES USING SYNCHROTRON 
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE; S. R. Sutton, Department of the Geophysical Sciences, The 
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637 and Department of Applied Science, Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973. 
The Synchrotron X-ray Fluoresence (SXRF) Microprobe at the National Synchrotron 
Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory, will be an excellent instrument 
for non-destructive trace element analyses of cometary nucleus samples [1,2]. Analyses of 
individual, cometary mineral grains are discussed in an accompanying abstract by Flynn 
and Sutton and will complement currently active research on micrometeorites collected 
from the stratosphere [3]. Trace element analyses of a3-received cometary nucleus material 
will also be possible with this technique. Bulk analyses of relatively volatile elements will 
be important in establishing comet formation conditions. However, as demonstrated for 
meteorites, microanalyses of individual phases in their petrographic context are crucial in 
defining the histories of particular components in unequilibrated specimens. Perhaps most 
informative in comparing cometary material with meteorites will be the halogens and trace 
metals. In-situ, high spatial resolution microanalyses will be essential in establishing host 
phases for these elements and identifying terrestrial (collection/processing) overprints. 
The present SXRF microprobe is a simple, yet powerful, instrument in which specimens 
are excited with filtered, continuum synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet on a 2.5 
GeV electron storage ring [4,5]. X-ray beams down to 20 micrometers are produced with 
a continuously adjustable collimator. X-ray spectra are obtained in air with an energy 
dispersive Si(Li) detector. Detection limits are near 1 ppm for virtually all elements above 
silicon using either K or L transitions. The microprobe has been extensively applied to 
problems in the earth, biological and materials sciences [6,7]. 
Intense, high energy x-ray excitation results in minimal energy deposition, unlike 
charged particle techniques employed by electron, proton, and ion microprobes. The NSLS 
x-ray bending magnets emit about 2x1011 photons/sec between 3 and 30 keV into a 100 
p.m spot (200 mA at 20 m from the source after 100 J.Lm AI filtering). A 100 J.Lm thick, 
ice/silicate aggregate will absorb only a few percent of these photons resulting in a total 
deposition rate of about 10-5 cal/sec. The corresponding power density is 10-10W / J.Lm3 
compared to 10-4W / J.Lm3 for an electron microprobe (10 kV and 10 nA). Such a sample 
will have an effective thermal conductivity of about 10-3 cal sec-1 cm-1 K-1 and can lose 
energy conductively at a rate ten times greater than this deposition rate. Experiments on 
live isolated biological cells have demonstrated the non-destructive nature of this technique 
[7]. 
A refrigerated cell will be constructed to permit analyses at low temperatures. The cell 
will consist essentially of an air tight housing with a cold stage. Kapton windows will be 
used to allow the incident synchrotron beam to enter the cell and fluorescent x-rays to exit 
it. The cell will be either under vacuum or continuous purge by ultrapure helium during 
analyses. 
Several improvements of the NSLS microprobe will be made prior to the cometary 
nucleus sample return mission that will greatly enhance the sensitivity of the technique. 
First, a focusing mirror will increase the photon flux at the specimen about 1000-fold. 
Second, a monochromator will allow selective elemental excitation. Third, a wavelength 
dispersive detector will improve energy resolution. In addition, advanced synchrotron 
sources will come on-line. A superconducting wiggler insertion device will be commissioned 
at NSLS during 1989 offering more intensity and higher energy x-rays than the bending 
ma~nets. The availability of high flux at x-ray energies above 50 ke V will allow efficient K 
excttation of high atomic number elements such as REE and platinum group elements. A 
major actvance will occur in 1995 with the commissioning of the Advance Photon Source 
at Argonne National Laboratory [8]. The low emittance, high energy undulators on this 
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positron storage ring will be ideal for an x-ray microprobe in the 5-40 keV L'Ll.t?;e ' .71dl 
micrometer resolution and better than 100 ppb sensitivity [9]. 
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ME CHANICAL AND SEM ANA LYSIS OF ARTIFICIAL COMET lJUC LE US SAMPLES 
K. Thi e l 1 , H. Kochan :.: , K. Roessl e r 3 , E. Grun 4 , G. Schwehm 3 , H. 
Hellmann 2 , P. Hsiung3 , G. Kolzer 1 • 
'Nu k learchernie, Universitat Koln, D-5000 Koln, F.R. Germany 
~I nstitut fur Raumsimulation, DFVLR WB-RS, P.O. Box 90 50 58, 
D-5 000 Koln, F.R. Germany 
3 Institut fur Chemie, KFA, D-5170 Julich, F.R. Germany 
4 Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, D-6900 Heidelberg, 
F . R . Germany 
~ European Space Agency- ESTEC, NL-2200 Noordwijk, The 
Ne ther l ands 
As al ready reported in Ref. (1), since 1987 experiments dealing 
with c omet nucleus phenomena are being carried ou t in the DFVLR 
simul at ion chambers. The main objective of thes e experiments is 
a b e tt e r understanding of thermal behaviour, surfa ce phenomena 
and es p e cially the gas dust interaction. 
As a function of different sample compositions a nd exposure to 
sol a r irradiation (Xenon-bulbs) crusts of diff e r e nt hardness 
and t h i ckness were measured. The measuring device consists of a 
mot o r driven pressure foot ( 5 rnrn diameter), which is pressed 
in~o the sample. The applied compressive forc e is electroni-
ca lly monitored. Figure 1 shows typical stress distributions of 
an unirradiated and an irradiated sample. Normally the exposure 
ti me varies in the range of 2-4 hours with a solar irradiation 
int e nsity between 1 and 2.5 solar constan~s. 
During o ne experiment in the big Space Simulato r with a large 
mineral-ice sample of 30 ern diameter a pene~rator was motor 
driven forced into a dummy target. After the experiment the 
irradiated sample was submitted to the same procedure. In the 
l ast case the formation of a loose dust mantle and a solid 
c rust of 3-5 em thickness below the surface was indicated by a 
r e l at iv e ly slow increase of the compressive force at the 
b e ginning and a steep increase when the crust was reached. 
After ~ he penetration of the crust the compressive force 
dropped markedly. 
At the end of the simulation experiment when the chamber was 
open e d the sample was transferred into a liquid nitrogen bath 
to keep the sample at low temperature. To preven t freezing out 
of a i r humidity on the sample this liquid nitrogen bath was 
kept in a dry Nz-flooded glove box. 
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Thiel, K. et al. 
The structure of the crust and dust residuals is investigated 
by SEM-techniques. This was found to be strongly depe ndent on 
the mineral composition of the dust admixture in the artificial 
comet. Mainly phyllo- and neo-silicates (kaolinite, mont moril-
lonite, olivine) are used with a maximum fraction of 10 % in 90 
%water ice. Recent experiments include also C02-ice in con-
centrations around 10 %. 
The SEM-investigations show that the microstructure of the 
residuals is dominated by the sample preparation method (se e 
Ref. (1)). High admixtures of phyllosilicates result in mi lli -
meter sized spherules of high regularity. Increasing concen-
trations of neosilicate lead to dust residuals similar to 
Brownlee particles. High resolution video records of the sampl e 
surface during the irradiation indicates that the dust emission 
mechanism is strongly related to the consistency of the upper-
most surface layer. 
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Fig.l Stress-depth profiles of an unirradiated (left) and an 
irradiated (right) model comet. 
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE (ESR) STUDIES OF RETURNED COMET NUCLEUS 
SAMPLES; Fun-Dow Tsay, Soon Sam Kim, and Ranty H. Liang, 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 
Jet Propulsion 
91109 
INTRODUCTION. The most important scientific objective of the planned 
Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission is to return to Earth the least altered, 
pristine samples which could reflect formation conditions and evolutionary 
processes in the early solar nebula. It is expected that the returned 
cometary samples will consist of fine-grained silicate materials mixed to 
some extent with ices composed of simple molecules such as H20, NH3, CH4 as 
well as organics and/or more complex compounds. Because of the exposure to 
ionizing radiation from cosmic-ray, gamma-ray and solar wind proton at low 
temperature, free radicals in the form of•H, •OH, •CH3 and -CH2 are expected 
to be formed and trapped in the solid ice matrices. The kind of trapped 
radical species together with their concentration and thermal stability can 
b e used as a dosimeter as well as a geothermometer to determine thermal and 
radiation histories as well as outgassing and other possible alternation 
effects since the nucleus material was formed. Since free radicals that are 
known to contain unpaired electrons are all paramagnetic in nature, they can 
be readily detected and characterized in their native form by the Electron 
Spin Resonance (ESR) method. In fact, ESR has been shown to be a non-
destructive, highly sensitive tool for the detection and characterization of 
paramagnetic (Fe3+, Ti 3+ and Mn2+), ferromagnetic (magnetite, hematite and 
metallic iron), and radiation damage centers in terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial geological samples (1-6). The purpose of this abstract is 
to point out the potential use of ESR as an effective method in the study of 
returned comet nucleus samples, in particular, in the analysis of fine-
grained, solid state icy samples. 
ESR SPECTROSCOPY. ESR measures the absorption of microwaves by a 
paramagnetic or ferromagnetic center in the presence of an applied external 
magnetic field. Conventional ESR experiments are carried out with varying 
magnetic fields on samples in a tuned resonant cavity operated at a certain 
frequency. The magnetic field position (g-value) at which resonance occurs, 
together with the number of resonance lines (fine and hyperfine structure) 
and the separation between them (zero-field splitting and hyperfine coupling 
constant), provides a direct identification of magnetic species, their 
oxidation state and chemical environment. Detailed analyses of ESR signals 
and their response to physical and chemical treatments can furnish further 
information on the nature, origin, thermal stability and formation condition 
of the magnetic species examined. The sensitivity of ESR is such that it can 
detect 3 x 1012 standard spin (or molecules assuming one spin per molecule). 
Thus, milligram-size cometary samples can be examined non-destructively as a 
function of temperature by ESR. In many instances, ESR has the advantage of 
detailed submicroscopic identification of transient species and/or reaction 
intermediates generated in UV and/or gamma-ray radiation. We intend to use 
the unique capability of ESR to investigate the thermal cycling, radiation 
exposure, shock effects and oxidation/reduction conditions in the formation 
and evolution of comet nucleus samples. 
THERMAL AND RADIATION HISTORIES. Free radicals in the form of •OH and -H02 have been detected in ~-irradiated ice at 77°K (see Fig. 1). These free 
radicals are found to be unstable and to decay rapidly above ll0°K as 
reported (7). No ESR signals of the free radicals can be detected above 
160°K. The characteristic ESR signals of • H having a hyperfine coupling 
1-
irradiated ice at 77°K. The center and high-field 
peaks are the doublet of • OH, whereas the broad, 
A low-field peak is due to H02; the sharp component 
which is superimposed on the high- field peak of 
the • OH doublet is due to the free electron 
trapped in ice. B. The ESR spectrum of 1-
irradiated formaldehyde at 7JDK. The low- and 
B high-field peaks are the doublet of • CHO, whereas 
the broadened center peak is the composite 
spectrum of the ESR signals • arising from multiple radical species ( • CH3, -OCHO- and • OCHO) ; th2. 
ESR signals disappear above 2l0°K. • C. The 
triplet ESR spectrum observed for -CH2 radicals 
in the UV- irradiated ice contaiing 0. 2 M glycine 
at 7JDK. The ESR signals decay rapidly at high temperature. 
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constant of 500 gauss and present in 1-irradiated ice can only be detected 
below 60°K (7). ESR studies have also been carried out on 1- irradiated 
formaldehyde (CH20) and UV-irradiated frozen aqueous solutions of glycine 
(NH2CH2COOH) at 77oK (see Fig. 1). The thermal and radiation histories as 
well as the extent of alternation for the returned comet nucleus samples can 
be determined from the time -temperature-dosage dependence of the ESR signals 
arising from various free radicals as produced by radiation and trapped in 
the cometary ice matrices . 
SHOCK EFFECTS. The ESR methodology has been developed to dete rmine 
shock-induced effects on carbonate minerals (5). By studying the ESR 
spectrum of Mn2+ present as impurity in calcite, it is possible to establish 
the distortion in the crystal structure as a function of shock loading and 
determine the shock loading history of a sample of unknown history. The 
lattice distortion caused by shock-induced effects can be effectively 
quantified through the ESR measurements of zero-field splitting parameters in 
Mn2+. The characteristic ESR signals of Mn2+ in calcite have been detected 
in C-2 carbonaceous chondrites. 
REDOX CONDITIONS. Previous ESR studies have successfully related the 
annealing temperature and surface exposure parameter to the magnetic 
properties of very fine lunar metallic Fe phases ubiquitously present (1-3). 
In addition , no ESR signals attributable to Fe3+ have been detected in the 
returned lunar surface samples, indicating highly reducing conditions prevail 
on the surface of moon. Recently, ESR has been used to make the first direct 
measurement of Ti3+ in meteoritic and synthetic hibonite (6). The ESR study 
has further established the use of Ti3+/Ti4+ ratios as indicators of oxygen 
fugacity in probing redox conditions in the early solar nebula (6). The ESR 
detection of the presence or absence of Fe3+, Ti 3+ and metallic Fe in the 
returned cometary samples should provide information about the formation 
conditions of comets and their subsequent evolutionary processes. 
REFERENCES: 1. F. D. Tsay , S. I. Chan and S. L. Manatt, Geochim. 
Cosmochim. Acta, 35, 865 (1971). 2. F. D. Tsay, S.I. Chan and S. L. Manatt, 
Nature, 237, 77 (1972). 3. F. D. Tsay, S. L. Manatt and S. I. Chan, 
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 37, 1201 (1973). 4. T. J. Ahrens, F. D. Tsay and 
D. H. Live, Proc. Seventh Lunar Sci. Conf., 1143 (1976). 5. J. Vizgirda, T. 
J. Ahrens and F. D. Tsay, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 44, 1059 (1980) . 6. J. 
R. Beckett, D. Live, F. D. Tsay, L. Grossman and E. Stolper, Geochim. 
Cosmochim. Acta, 52, 1479 (1988). 7. S. Siegel, J. M. Flournoy and L. H. 
Baum, J. Chern. Phys., 34, 1782 (1961). 
Fig. 1. A. The ESR spectrum observed for the 
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PARTICLES IN PRE-COMETARY AND COMETARY ICES 
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During the Giotto and Vega encounters with Comet Halley both organic 
particles called CHON (1,2) , and energetic i ons (3,4) were detected. 
The acceleration of ions to hundreds of keV in the vicinity of the bow 
shock and near the nucleus may be a demonstration of a situation 
occurring in the early solar system (perhaps during the T Tauri stage) 
that led to the formation of organic particles only now released. 
Utilizing a Van de Graaff accelerator and a target chamber having 
cryogenic and mass spectrometer capabilities (5), we have bombarded 
frozen gases at 10 K with 175 keV protons with the result that fluffy 
solid material remains after sublimat i on of the ice (6,7). Initial 
experiments were carried out with a gas mix ture in parts of 170 carbon 
monoxide, 170 argon, 25 water, 20 nitrogen, and 15 methane formulated 
to reflect an interstellar compos i tion in experiments involving the 
freezing out of the products of a plasma (8). The plasma experiments 
resulted in a varnish-like film residue that exhibited luminescence 
when excited with ultraviolet radiation, while the ion bombardment 
created particulate material that was not luminescent. 
We have varied the composition of the gas mixture frozen out at 10 K 
including using cabon dioxide instead of carbon monoxide, and have 
determined the formation of particulate residues rather than films is 
more a characteristic of the ion bombardment process than a 
characteristic of specific ice composition. Quadrupole mass 
spectroscopy during 175 keV proton bombardment (as molecular hydrogen 
ions accelerated with a potential of 350 keV) of carbon monoxide, 
argon, and water ice indicates formation of species at m/q peaks 29, 
30, 32, and 44 suggestive of formyl r adical, formaldehyde, methanol, 
and carbon dioxide (Fig . 1) . The infrared spectrum of a fluffy 
residue prepared from (in parts) 170 carbon monoxide, 25 water, 20 
nitrogen, and 15 methane is shown with that of material evaporated 
from the Orgueil acid insoluble residue during rapid heating in vacuum 
to 500 C (Fig. 2). The fluffy residue can be imaged by SEM with 1.1 
keV electrons without application of a conductive coating,indicating 
it may not be necessary to coat samples while using a spacecraft SEM 
avoiding an obvious complication (6). 
The formation of particulate material that can be easily broken 
into fragements is of interest as a laboratory analogue for CHON 
(1,2) . During the T Tauri stage of the sun when the solar wind mass 
flow could have been 7 to 8 orders of magnitude of its present value, 
considerable shock activity would have been present with ions 
accelerated in the shock environment as found for Comet Halley (3,4), 
the earth's bow shock, and interplanetary shocks. Ice grains and 
"chunks" (up to several centimeters in size) bombarded by these 





Fig 1. Mass spectrum of species 
ejected from a CO, Ar, and water 
ice during ion bombardment . 
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Fig 2. Infrared spectra of 
res i due of ion bombarded ice 
and volatile fraction of the 
acid i nsoluble residue of the 
Orgueil meteorite. 
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Wdowiak, T. J. et al . 
within. Aggregation of the bombarded ice grains and "chunks" into a 
cometary nucleus results in particulates being distributed throughout . 
Subsequent bombardment of the nucleus surface by shock acc e lerate d 
ions would yield an enhanced surface layer of dust. The process could 
also take place at the surface of icy satellites. T. J. Wdowiak 
acknowledges NASA grant NAGW-749 . 
References: (1) Kissel , J. et al. (1986) Nature, V. 321, 280; ( 2 ) 
Kissel , J . et al. (1986) Nature, V. 321, 336 ; (3) Somogyi, A. J. , et 
al . (1986) Nature, V. 321, 285; (4) McKenna-Lawlor, S. et al . (1986) 
Nature, V. 321, 347; (5) Wdowiak, T. J . et al. (1985) Nucl. Instr. and 
Meth . , Bl0/11, 735; (6) Wdowiak, T. J. et al . (1988) Lunar and 
Planetary Sci. 19, 1249; (7) Wdowiak, T. J . et al. (1988) in 
Experiments on Cosmic Dust Analogues (E . Bussoletti et al. eds, 
Kluwer) 271; (8) Wdowiak , T . J . et al. (1989) Ap. J. (in press, 
January 15) . 
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PHYSICAL PROCESSING OF COMETARY NUCLEI; Paul R. Weissman, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, and S. Alan Stern, University of Colorado. 
Cometary nuclei were formed far from the Sun in the colder regions of 
the solar nebula, and have been stored in distant orbits in the Oort cloud 
over most of the history of the solar system. It had been thought that this 
b enign environment would preserve comets in close to their original pristine 
state. However, as discussed below, recent studies have identified a number 
of physical processes that have likely acted to modify cometary nuclei in a 
variety of significant ways . 
Accretion of interstellar material has long been considered as a means 
of providing comets with a volatile "frosting" that could explain the 
anomalous brightness of dynamically "new" comets on their first passage 
through the planetary system (Whipple, 1978). However, the likely erosion 
rate of cometary surfaces by hyper-velocity impacts of interstellar dust 
particles exceeds the accretion rate by a factor of 500 to 700 (Stern, 1986). 
On the other hand, impacts of grains into the fluffy aggregates suspected for 
cometary nuclei may allow capture with minimal erosion (Ostro et al., 1986). 
Collisions of nuclei with cometary debris can have significant effects 
on cometary regoliths (Stern, 1988), particularly in the inner Oort cloud 
where they are likely frequent enough to promote global surface development 
to a depth of meters, and highly localized turnover to 10 to 50 meters. 
Heating by short-lived radionuclides is not expected to be relevant to 
comets because of their long accretion times in the distant regions of the 
solar n ebula and because of their small size . Longer lived heat sources 
could be significant but only for very large cometary nuclei, > 30 km radius, 
or for very low values of the thermal conductivity (Lewis, 1971). 
Comets in the distant Oort cloud receive little solar heating but are 
sporadically warmed by nearby supernovae. Stern and Shull (1988) estimate 
that all cometary surfaces have been heated at least once to 50 K, with a 50% 
probability that the heating has been > 60 K. Random passing stars also heat 
comets and simultaneously eject them from the Oort cloud; the effective 
ejection radius is larger than the effective heating radius for all but the 
most luminous OB stars and associations, so the net heating effect is much 
less than for supernovae. 
Irradiation of cometary nuclei by galactic cosmic rays during storage in 
the Oort cloud provides an energy source for chemical reactions in the upper 
several meters of the nucleus surface, resulting in sputtering of volatiles, 
creat ion of free radicals, and polymerization of hydrocarbons (Johnson et 
al . , 1987). Thus, the comet develops a nonvolatile crust on its surface 
prior to ever entering the planetary region. This crust may be blown off 
(all or in part) when the comet approaches the Sun, or may form the basis for 
further crust growth as the nucleus warms and more volatiles sublime away. 
When comets are perturbed into the planetary system, they undergo a slow 
warming from the increasing levels of solar insolation. Typical internal 
temperatures for any given orbit are given by the fast rotation average: 
.· ·.~·.· 
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where A is the surface albedo, a is the orbital semimajor axis, and e is the 
emissivity, plus or minus 10% depending on the orbital eccentricity and on 
the thermal properties of the surface materials (Herman and Weissman, 1987). 
However, it may take very many orbits for the nucleus interior to warm to 
some equilibrium temperature, during which planetary perturbations may change 
the orbit repeatedly. Thus, the internal temperature profile of the nucleus 
will be a complex function of its orbital history. 
If comets did indeed form in the colder regions of the solar n ebula, 
then they likely formed as amorphous ices. As the nucleus is heated the 
amorphous ice undergoes an exothermic phase transition to crystalline ice at 
about 120 140 K. Pria1nik and Bar-Nun (1987) find that a new comet 
undergoes this transition at about 5 AU inbound to the Sun, and a layer about 
15 meters thick on the nucleus surface is transformed. On subsequent orbits 
the transformation does not re-occur until the crystalline layer sublimates 
away to some minimum thickne ss that allows solar energy to be conducted to 
the amorphous layers below. The transition then repeats, but pe netrates 
deeper on each successive transition as the nucleus interior gradually warms. 
Eventually the entire comet is transformed into c rystal line ice. 
Continued heating results in loss of volatiles from the nucleus, f urther 
contributing to the generation of a non-volatile lag deposit on the s urface. 
Various studies (Brin and Mendis, 1979; Fanale and Salvail, 1984; Horanyi e t 
al., 1984) have attempted to quantify this process but with less than total 
success. In particular, the question of why crusts form at some sites on the 
nucleus and not at others, is not understood. Also, it is not known whether 
active areas manage to perpetuate themselves or whether they sporadically 
appear, persist for some fraction of an orbit (or orbits), and then die out 
to be replaced by other sporadic events. 
Another poorly understood area is thermo-mechanical stresses on cometary 
nuclei. The sharp thermal gradients resulting from the expected low thermal 
conductivity of cometary materials should provide a means for me chanical 
breakup of crusts, and possibly even the nucleus itself. However, studies to 
date (Kuhrt, 1984; Green, 1986) have not yet even agreed if the stresses are 
tensional or compressional, and the poor knowledge of the precise nature of 
cometary materials makes more exact calculations extremely difficult. 
It is important to consider all of these possible processes, both in 
deciding on a site on the nucleus for collection of cometary samples, and in 
interpreting the results of analyses of returned cometary samples. Although 
it can no longer be said that comets are pristine samples of original solar 
nebula material, they are still the best obtainable samples of that uni~ue 
period in the formation of the planetary system. 
References : Brin, G.D. & Mendis, D.A. 1979, Astrophys . J. 229, 402; Fanale , 
F.P. & Salvai1, J .R. 1984, Icarus 60, 476. Green, J.R. 1986, B.A.A.S. 18, 
800 (abstract) . Herman, G. & Weissman, P.R. 198 7 , Icarus 69, 314. Horanyi, 
M., et a1. 1984, Astrophys. J. 278, 449. Johnson, R.E., et al. 198 7 , Astron. 
Astrophys. 187, 889. Kuhrt, E. 1984, Icarus 60, 512. Lewis, J.S. 1971 , 
Icarus 15, 174. Ostro, S.J . , et al. 1986, Amer. Meteor. Soc. (abstract) . 
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J .M 1988, Nature 332, 407 . Stern, A. 1986, Icarus 68, 276 . Stern, S.A. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO PANEL DISCUSSION ON THE MATERIAL RETURNED FROM A 
COMET; E. Whalley, Division of Chemistry, National Research Council of Canada, 
Ottawa KIA OR6 CANADA. 
As comets are only a few kilometres in diameter, probably none of the high -
pressure phases of ice will normally be formed in them . Their principal 
constituents are likely to be ice I, either cubic or hexagonal, clathrate 
hydrates of methane, ethane, etc., ammonia hydrates, and other similar compounds 
of solid solutions. Amorphous forms are probably the more common. 
When samples of a comet are returned to earth, they can be studied in 
numerous ways. If the sample is metastable near liquid-nitrogen temperature, a 
wide range of measurements can be made, such as x-ray and neutron diffraction, 
infrared and Raman spectroscopy, neutron inelastic scattering, nuclear magnetic 
and electron-spin resonance spectroscopy, etc. X-ray diffraction by samples 
of ice that were recovered at liquid-air temperature, i.e. 87K, were made by 
McFarlan in 1936, and many have followed him, usually using liquid nitrogen. 
In our laboratory, we have studied many crystalline and amorphous phases of 
ice that have been recovered at low pressure and 77 K, including most of those 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, starting in 1963·1 Many of these 
techniques can be used for studying recovered samples of the ices that occur on 
comets. 
References: Bertie, J. E. , Calvert, L. D. and Whalley, E. J. Chern . Phys. 38, 
840-846 (1963). 
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John A. Wood, Harv .-Smiths. Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge MA 02138, USA. 
The grains of ice, dust, and organic material that came together to form 
the solar system have been preserved to differing degrees in the most primi-
tive solar system bodies, asteroids and comets. The study of samples of 
asteroids (in the form of chondritic meteorites) reveals that the dust compo-
nent was extensively altered by high-temperature events and processes in the 
early solar system, before it was aggregated into chondri tic planetesimals. 
The nature of these high-temperature events and processes is not known, but 
the evidence of their operation is pervasive and unequivocal. Reviewing 
properties of the three principal types of particul a te matter in chondrites: 
CA,AL-RICH INCLUSIONS (CAI's) are depleted in relatively volatile ele-
ments. High-temperature events either incompletely vaporized precursor 
material; or totally vaporized it, after which the system cooled and recon-
densed selectively, such that the CAI' s incorporated only early high-
temperature condensates. Isotopic mass-fractionation effects measured in Mg, 
Si, Ca, and Ti in CAI' s indicate that the latter experienced a complex 
history of both partial vaporization and condensation. On the other hand, 
the fact that some CAI's contain 0, Mg, Si, Ca, Sr, Ba, Nd, and Sm with 
ananalous isotopic compositions that are not attributable to mass fractiona-
tion or radioactive decay, but must be the signatures of particular nucleo-
synthetic sources, indicates that these objects contain a component that was 
never vaporized and mixed with other solar system material. Many CAI's 
display mineralogical and textural evidence of having been mel ted. 
Similar evidence shows that virtually all CHONDRULES were largely or 
wholly melted. Many chondrules contain relic grains of mineral matter that 
survived the chondrule-mel ting event, and which represent an earlier state of 
solar system solids. Whether these are condensate grains, fragments from an 
earlier generation of igneous chondrules, or (conceivably) presolar grains is 
not known. Generalizing from limited data, chondrules show the same kinds of 
isotopic mass fractionation effects and presolar isotopic anomalies as CAI' s, 
but the extent of the effects (ranges of del values found) is more modest. 
MATRIX in chondrites consists of aggregated mineral grains, mostly in 
the 1-10 micron size range. Where the grains are not obviously secondary 
(postaccretional) alteration products, they have been variously interpreted 
to be nebular condensates or comminuted debris fran the collisions of larger 
objects. The only known bona fide presolar interstellar grains in chondrites 
occur in the matrix. These are submicron grains of carbonaceous matter: 
organic carbon, diamond, graphitic or amorphous carbon, and SiC. Each exhi-
bits a different anomalous isotopic signature (for c, included noble gases, 
and Si, where present), presumably impressed upon it by a different nucleo-
synthetic site. The matrix may also contain a minor component of other 
interstellar phases, such as silicates, but these have not been identified. 
Are the refractory particles in canets likely to be similar to these 
chondrite components? Probably not (except for the presolar carbonaceous 
grains in chondrites), because the chondritic canponents are products of 
severe thermal processing, and all imaginable energy sources that could have 
provided the heat tend to diminish with distance fran the sun. Every indica-
tim! i s that comets formed at much greater radial distances than asteroids, 
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so th e particles they incorporated would have experienced less heating. The 
possibilities cannot be canpletely ruled out that canets, too, formed inside 
the present orbit of Jupiter (thi s was part of Oort's [1950] original con-
cept), or that thermally- processed grains were able to diffuse great radial 
distances before being incorporated in accreting objects, but it is far more 
likely that most of the refractory grains in canets have been spared the 
extreme thermal processing that shaped the character of chondritic compo-
nents. Perhaps sane of the grains are presolar material that has experienced 
only a minor degree of nebular processing. The study of grains in the first 
stage of conversion to CAI' s and chondrules could help us understand what ;ras 
accomplished much more thoroughly in the inner solar system. 
Almost certainly a major proportion of the refractory solids in canet 
nuclei consist of essentially pristine presolar interstellar grains. Spec-
tral studies of interstellar and circumstellar grains provide only an ap-
proximate picture of their nature. The grains are small, the order of 0.1 
micron, but it is unclear whether the size distribution also includes popula-
tions of much smaller and much larger grains. Ma.gnesian silicate and car-
bonaceous grains are present. The silicates may be amorphous or crystalline, 
or anything between. The spectral information comes only from the Mg-sili-
cates, which are most abundant; there is no information on the interstellar 
carriers of Ca, Al, and the less abundant condensable elements, and even the 
major carriers of Fe are conjectural. The carbonaceous component consists of 
SiC, elemental C in one or more forms (amorphous C, graphite, turbostratic 
graphite, diamond), and, probably, canplex organic canpounds. 
At this point we have had two glimpses of the nature of cometary refrac-
tory particles: as interplanetary dust particles (IDP' s) collected in the 
stratosphere, and from analyses by the instruments of Giotto and Vega during 
the 1986 encounter of Halley's canet. 
It is likely, though not certain, that a subset of IDP' s (the chondritic 
porous aggregates) consists of canetary particles. These are aggregates of 
0.1-1 micron crystals of mafic and other minerals, coated and cemented toge-
ther by carbonaceous material. Highly ananalous D/H ratios have been found 
associated with the carbonaceous material, presumably resulting from mass 
fractionation in the very cold pre solar dense interstellar medium. However, 
most ion microprobe analyses of (clusters of) embedded silicate grains have 
not revealed isotopic ananalies. 
Halley particles collected and analyzed by the Vega 1 impact mass spec-
traneter were mostly in the 0.1-1 micron size range. The particles were 
highly variable in compos! tion, but typically consisted of mineral cores of 
more or less chondri tic canposi tion surrounded by carbonaceous mantles. 
The question of whether involatile particles collected by a comet nucle-
us sample return mission are nebular condensates or presolar interstellar 
grains is most likely to be settled by isotopic analysis, using improved ion 
microprobe mass spectraneters. The latter will have sensitivities and spa-
tial resolutions that permit analysis of individual 0.1-1 micron cometary 
grains. They will detect the differing isotopic signatures of condensates 
derived from multiple nucleosynthetic sources, if the grains are presolar. 
If the grains condensed fran the nebula, on the other hand, these signatures 
cannot have survived, and this will be readily apparent. 
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If isotopic measurements of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and primitive meteorites 
can serve as a guide to the isotopic analysis of returned comet nucleus material, an essential 
requirement will be the capability for microanalysis. The reason is that in both types of 
extraterrestrial samples large isotopic heterogeneities on a small spatial scale have become 
apparent once it was possible to measure isotopes in small samples. In the discovery of large 
isotopic anomalies the ion microprobe has played a significant role because of its high spatial 
resolution for isotopic ratio measurements. The largest isotopic anomalies inC, N, 0, Mg, Si, 
Ca and Ti found to date were measured by ion microprobe mass spectrometry [1]. The most 
striking examples are D/H measurements in IDPs [2,3] and isotopic measurements of C, N 
and Si in SiC from the CM chondrites Murray and Murchison [4,5]. 
A number of IDPs shows large D excesses that are heterogeneous on a size scale of 
several J..Lm. In one particular example, in the IDP Butterfly, a large D excess (oD ~ 
100000/oo) was found to be concentrated in a region smaller than 1 J..Lm [3]. In contrast to 
IDPs, unequilibrated ordinary chondrites that have large D excesses in bulk material do not 
show significant heterogeneities of the D/H ratio on a J..Lm scale and to date no D rich hot spots 
have been found [6]. This might reflect the difference between more processed meteoritic and 
more pristine cometary material. Although it presently cannot be proven for any given lOP, 
many IDPs undoubtedly are of cometary origin. It has been argued that D enrichments in 
IDPs and meteorites are of interstellar cloud origin [cf. 7]. It is thus not unlikely that comets 
contain presolar material. Many links in this chain of reasoning are uncertain, it is certain, 
however, that the capability of isotopic microanalysis will be necessary to decide these 
questions. 
Meteoritic SiC shows extreme isotopic anomalies inC, N, Si, Ne and Xe [4,5], with large 
isotopic heterogeneities for the first three elements in individual grains of a few J..Lm in size [8]. 
Arguments for a presolar, circumstellar, origin of SiC grains are based on their isotopically 
anomalous composition and the fact that the chemical conditions (C/0 < ratios) in the early 
solar system would not have allowed their formation. SiC has also been reported in IDPs [9]. 
No isotopic data have been obtained on these samples, but the 13c excess measured in a 
fragment of the IDP could be due to the presence of SiC [9]. Again, based on the presence of 
SiC in meteorites and IDPs, it can be expected that such presolar grains will be found in comet 
nucleus samples. While the list of isotopic measurements in small extraterrestrial samples 
could be extended (cf. noble gases, 0 and Mg in IDPs) one should consider possible future 
developments that will bear on the isotopic analysis of returned comet nucleus material. 
1. Extension of isotopic measurements in IDPs to other elements. Candidates are N but 
also Ca and Ti in refractory particles whose 0 isotopic compositions are proof of their 
extraterrestrial origin [10]. 
2. Development of methods to perform in situ isotopic measurements of volatile elements 
in ices. Isotopic information is expected to be not only contained in cometary mineralic 
matter but also in ices. While isotopic measurements of gases released by evaporation of 
ices will certainly play a role, it may be even more important to make in situ 
measurements. Slicing of ices for TEM studies is already within present technical 
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capabilities. 
3. Better spatial resolution. Laser ablation of volatile coatings in a method that could 
achieve high depth resolution. High lateral resolution (in situ analysis of small grains) 
will probably be tied to sputtering by finely focussed ion beams (ion microprobe). A 
resolution of a few hundred A can presently be achieved [12]. 
4. Increase in sensitivity. The number of atoms of a given species in a sample sets the 
ultimate limit for isotopic analysis, but in present mass spectrometers only a small 
fraction of these atoms are actually detected. Laser resonance ionization promises to 
selectively ionize nearly all atoms of a given element. The next step would be ion-
resonant ionization of all elements in the sample and simultaneous detection of all their 
isotopes. Such developments will have to depend on advances in laser technology (UV 
lasers) and novel mass spectrometer concepts (e.g. Fourier transform mass 
spectrometry). 
5. Exploration of non-destructive methods for isotopic analysis. There is a whole series of 
spectroscopic techniques (NMR, Raman) that, in principle, allow non-destructive 
isotopic measurements. Whether any of them are sensitive enough to become attractive 
for the analysis of microsamples remains to be seen. 
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INTRODUCTION Today the major element composition of interplanetary dust 
particles (IDPs) is routinely determined in many l aboratories. These and 
mineralogical studies have revealed the presence of at least two major 
types of IDPs, chondritic and refractory. Chemical and mineralogical data 
bases for IDPs have expanded to the point where workers are beginning to 
suggest possible parent bodies for some samples, and outline possible 
thermal-pressure-chemical histories as well [1-3) . This work generally 
involves analogies to meteorites. However , these comparisons remain at a 
primitive state partly due to the l a ck of trace element information from 
IDPs. Trace element analysis is geochemically important, with the 
potential for revealing details of condensation/crystallization processes, 
metamorphism, aqueous alteration, melting and partial evaporation . Most of 
these processes played important roles in the histories of IDPs, as well as 
comets from which many IDPs are certainly derived. There have been 
previous efforts to collect trace element data from IDPs, which have been 
successful for limited numbers of trace elements using INAA (Na, Sc, Cr, 
Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Au[?] and Ir[?]), PIXE (S, K, Ca, Fe, Ni, Zn, Ge, Se and 
Br) and Synchrotron XRF (Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, Se and Br) [4-6]. 
We report here preliminary results of a successful attempt to determine 
abundances of a large suite of trace elements from both chondritic and 
refractory IDPs. We then describe how our analytical procedure can be used 
in the grain-by-grain analysis of returned cometary samples. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE Chondritic and refractory IDPs are characterized by 
standard SEM-EDX techniques. In general, samples are not coated for these 
analyses in order to permit later analysis of intrinsic noble metals and 
carbon . IDPs analyzed to date have ranged in size from about 15-50 urn in 
greatest diameter. These particles are sealed individually into 
high-purity silica tubes and irradiatey4for_2ppr?!imately 1 week in the 
highest possible neutron flux (3.0xl0 em sec ) in the reactor at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology. The particles are then 
released from incarceration in the tubes, and are deposited between two 
fresh dimpled plastic slides. Gamma-ray spectrometry is performed using a 
large (55% efficiency) Ge detector in the ultra-low level Radiation 
Counting Laboratory at the NASA Johnson Space Center. This unique 
laboratory was specially designed and constructed to minimize natural 
background radiation. With our system, detection limits for many elements 
are well below picogram levels, and some approach femtograms. This 
technique is non-destructive, although some sample handling is required, so 
particles can be analyzed by other techniques after INAA is completed . 
RESULTS We are presently reducing data from the analyses of 7 IDPs. Thes e 
are U2015El0, U2015Fl, W7029*A2, W7029*A3, W7013A8, LACl (all chondritic) 
and 705 (refractory). We have, so far, detected and measured 17 different 
major and trace elements in these particles, including rare earths and some 
very volatile elements (Brand Zn). We will present the final data at the 
workshop. 
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DJSCUSSION Even the pre liminary data we prese nt here are sufficient to 
dt'ln<>nst r a te that we can r outine l y measure a large suite of trace elements 
wil lti n IDPs, and samples of similar dimensions. With time we expect to 
bu i ld up a large data base of trac e ele ment data of IDPs of all types, 
wlti c h wil l permit us t o more accura t ely determine the origin and histories 
of t lwse sample s. As many of the chondri tic IDPs probably originate from 
comets, t his r e s e arch will, in a larger sense, reveal the geochemical 
processe s active on cornets. Of more direct value to this workshop, 
however, is that we are now in an excellent position to apply this 
Lec ltn iq ue to samples returned from a cornet nucleus. Assuming that cornets 
.1n~ largely a ggregate s of relatively unprocessed dust grains and ices, it 
wil l be necessary to analyze cometary samples on a grain-by-grain basis. 
Ou r I NAA technique will permit the measurement of trace elements in the 
dust fr a ct ion of such s amples. 
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